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Territorial Engineer Leaves on Disastrous JConflagration Wipes Their Lands Gobbled Up by Murderer Believed to Be on His Downpour Was Heavy and Dr. Knapp and Chauffeur
Two Weeks' Trip of
Out Calisher Block-Lo- ss
Whites at Every Available
Saved Wallace, Idaho, From
Way to Mexico Via
less Among First to
El Paso.
the Flames.
Territory.
$225,000.
Opportunity.
Volunteer Aid.
left last evening for
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 15 The body
county, where he of Mayor V. F. Robinson, who was
the Chautauqua to- killed yesterday, while trying to warn
to return tomorrow the firemen of their danger, when
the burning Calisher building
fell,
was placed in the rotunda of the city
Territorial Funds.
under a police
hall this morning
Teritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero guard of honor. The funeral will be
today received the following remit- held tomorrow when practically all
tances: From Otero county $498.41; business in the city will be suspended Assistant Fire Chief David SulliLincoln $1,491.63; Torrance $1,096.01; van and Fireman William Robinson,
Union $1,261.63; Chaves $1,1S9.47.
who were injured by the falling wall
killed the mayor, will recover.
that
Court.
Supreme
A Veritable Fire Trap.
The following cases were submitted
El
Texas, Aug. 13. F. RobinPaso,
toto the territorial supreme court
son, mayor of El Paso lost his life at
day:
No. 1250, Eagle Mining and Im- 9 o'clock yesterday morning while ena number of fireprovement Company, plaintiff in error deavoring to warn
vs. R. E. Lund, defendant in error. men of imminent danger from a totNo. 1337, P. H. Goesling et al., ap- tering wall. At the same time Todd
killed,
pellees, vs. Gross, Kelley & Co., ap- Ware, fireman, was instantly
and William Robinson and Dave Sullipellants.
van also firemen, were injured.
Territorial Engineer on Trip.
The casualties followed the big
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan has left on a two weeks' trip Ca'isher fire which broke out at 2
of the territory. From here he went m. and completely gutted the largest
to Carrizozo on good roads and water department store in this section. The
matters. From Carrizozo he will go fire had burned for nearly seven hours
to San Juan county to examine care- and the unsafe condition of the walls
so impressed Mayor Robinson that he
fully into the irrigation iSituation up
there and from there will go to the left the sidewalk and approached the
southeastern corner of the Territory building for the purpose of instructon irrigation and road matters at ing the firemen to desist from further
work. As he approached the building
Carlsbad, Eddy county.
a large section of brick, buckled and
Captain Fornoff Returns.
and Ware and
Captain Fred Fornoff returned on fell, crushing Robinson
men
down. Mrs.
the
other
'Saturday evening from Los Angeles, knocking
the
accidents
witnessed
Robinson
Nabor
California, with
Ortiz, who is
wanted in Torrance county for obtain- from tlhe sidewalk.
Conservative estimates of the loss
ing money under false pretenses.
in
the Calisher fire at $225,000, the J.
A. L. Lawshee Appointed Indian Agent
Thir Assistant Postmaster General Calisher dry goods company sustainA. L. Lawshee who spent tlhe past ing a loss of $150,000 and the Buckler
owners of the building, $65,- year at Dripping Springs, Dona Ana estate,
000.
balance is apportioned
The
county, with his family, for his health,
has accepted the position of agent at among tenants of the building and the
the temporthe Kemas Canon agency of the Na- American National Bank,were
burned.
of which
vajo reservation in Arizona. He will ary quarters
have under him 65 civil service em- All losses are covered by insurance.
The origin of the fire is attributed
ployes. Mr. Lawshe will retain his
to crossed wires in the basement,
New Mexico citizenship.
where the fire smoldered for oyer two
hours before bursting into flame. A
DID GALLAGHER
Governor Mills
Cloudcroft, Otero
formally opened
day. He expects
evening.
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HAVE AN ACCOMPLICE?
Mayor Gaynor is Rapidly Emerging
From the Danger Zone and is
Gaining Strength.
New York, Aug. 15. Mayor Gay-nor- 's
condition toda- - showed that he
Is rapidly emerging from the danger
zone. He spent an excellent night,
gaining strength. The police are
working on the theory that Gallagher
had an accomplice. He denies it but
a man with a police record is under
suspicion.
Will Be Out in Two Weeks.
New York, Aug. 15. A bulletin given out at 1:25 o'clock p. m., says that
the improvement in Gaynor's condition continues, and that the mayor
had a comfortable morning. One of
tne physicians attending the mayor

said that barring unforeseen and improbable complications, Gaynor will
be able to leave the hospital two
weeks from today and by the middle
of next month would start for the
Adirondack?.
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Three Sons of
Kentucky Farmers Are
Well-To-D-

the Victims.

roomer, sleeping on the second floor,
first smelled ismoke and gave the
alarm.
Inspection of the building followed
the fire disclosed the fact that it was
a veritable fire trap. Although three
stories in height, there was not a
piece of steel in its construction, all
of the supports being of wood. The
second story was occupied by offices
and the third story by a rooming
house.
DISTRICT FORESTER RINGLAND
SUMMONED BY CHIEF.
Will Visit Mr. Graves at Grand Canon
in Arizona to Discuss Important

Forestry Matters.

Arthur C. Ringland, forester in
charge of the eighth district compris
ing New Mexico, Arizona, Arkansas
and Florida, was in the city Saturday
after
on his way to Albuquerque
spending five weeks inspecting the
Carson forest.
Mr. Ringland stated that he had
been summoned by Chief Forester
Graves to the Grand Canon, in Arizona, there to discuss forestry matters. Mr. Graves is visiting the forests of the west and has been in
Colorado and California. After spending some days in Arizona he will
come on to New Mexico, visiting Albuquerque and probably Santa Fe.
As Mr. Ringland is at the head of
one of the largest forest areas in any
district his consultation with the
chief forester will arouse keen interest in forestry circles.
Among the matters that will no
doubt be discussed by the two men
are the grazing on the forest reservations, the elimination of
areas, tlhe administration of different
forest units, the protection 'Of the
forests from fire and the increasing
of the number of rangers.
that
It is generally understood
Chief Forester Graves is in sympathy
with the policy of M3 predecessor,
Gifford Pinchot in the matter of conservation but that Mr. Graves believes
in remaining strictly within the law.
Acting on this policy the chief forester has eliminated (hundreds of
thousands of acres in New Mexico
from the forests and opened them up
to homesteaders.
non-timber-
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Posses Are In Pursuit of Men
Accused of Bloody
Crime.
Brandenburg, Ky., Aug. 15. Chas
Gear was shot to death, Josenlh Thorn
as fatally Injured, and Preston Gear
crawled into the woods, presumably
dying from gunshot wounds, a3 the
result of a fight over a crap game at
Big Springs, Ky., yesterday. James
Tate and Joseph Ammon charged
with the crime, are being pursued
are
by posses. The three victims
sons of well known farmers. Preston
Gear was not found though a trail of
blood left by him was followed some
distance.

Arrested for Assault Camllo Loon
pez was arrested at Albuquerque
the charge of assaulting Cornelio
Klein and held in $1,000 bail for the
grand jury. Jealouty is said to be at
the bottom of the affair.

Los Angeles. Calif.. Aug. 15. While
Sulphur,
Okla., Aug. 15. Every
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 15. At Waldetectives
are searching the city, lace, Idaho, hundreds of pounds of
inch of land owned by the Indians is
di'puWes from the sheriff's office are dynamite hung to limbs of trees on
loked upon as legitimate prey of land
scouring the country loday for Otto high points surrounding the chy and
grabbers. This statement was made Schultze, the young German wanted exploded yesterday, had the desired eftoday by a member of the committee!'1"1 connection with the murder of fect, of producing rain and helping to
appointed by the national House of'Mrs- Frieda Castine- - vhose body was! check forest fires. At midnight the
Knearthed from a shallow crave bv a rain began falling for the first time
Representatives to investigate the
dog at hp,. ranch near Lancaster, in two months and a heavy downdian land contracts. "Some of the! The fugitive was formally accused
of; pour brought relief to the threatened
land grabbers' schemes certainly will murder by the coroner's verdict last town.
be called to the attention of Con- - f niht- - Some police and deputies are
Fires Still a Serious Menace.
"One inclind to tnink that Schultze withj Portland, Ore., Aug. 15. Until gengress," said the committeeman.
man, we learned, had become rich. He $(Uf!l he is alleged to have stolen eral rains come to break the long dry
kept a list of Indians who owned al-- ! t',om his vi(tii has sought to enter, deriod, it is evident that the forest
by way of the Arizona border fires now raging in a score
of dislotted land. Whenever an Indian t Mexi
or
El Paso.
through
tricts all over the Pacific northwest
died, he rushed into court, had a guardian appointed, and with the conwill remain a serious menace. The
loss at present can be counted only by
nivance of the guardian demanded MOMENTOUS RESULTS
AFFECTING FRATERNITIES. the millions, but how many millions
that the land be sold ridiculously low.
can scarcely be guessed.
The foreFor a few hundred dollars he bought
whole sections of land."
They Have Ten Billion Dollars in in- caster gives no hope for rain.
surance Outstanding National
More Troops Demanded.
Drawing in Roosevelt.
Will
Aug. 15. The fury of
Take
Washington,
Congress
Up
Sulphur, Okla., Aug. 15. More dethe forest, fires in the Oriasier NationSubject.
tails of J. E. McMurray's activity at
al Park in Montana, has not abated
Washington in promoting his 10 per '
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 15. Mornent- - according to advices received here by
cent attorney fee contracts for the
the interior department. Major Willsale of $30,000,000 worth of Indian Olleous results aftectmg traternal in- iam R. Logan, supervisor of the Xew
from
heads
the
of
surance,
viewpoint
lands, were related before the conpark, in a telegram today, made angressional investigating committee to-- of state insurance departments, from other appeal for troops. It is assumanaction
is
the
which
the
at
taken
j
day. W. B. Johnson, former United
ed however that the dispatch was
States district attorney testified to the nual conventions of the two great or-- 1 sent before Major Logan
received
Con-;
Nationad
Fraternal
dismissal
certain
indictments j ganizations,
of
were en route.
word
the
soldiers
that
in Detroit, Asso-- i
against McMurray for alleged "pad-- 1 Sress, August
ding" of expense accounts in Indian ciated Ll-l-Fraternities of America, Au- FAMOUS RIGHT TACKLE
in Atlantic City, Should
cases. They were dismissed after the sust
FOR AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
visit in Washington of Cecil Lyon, Re- either or both bodies fail to endorse
committeeman. the tentative bill for uniform state Badenoch, Who Has Attracted Attennational
publican
Lyon then became interested with j regulation which their committees
tion as a Coach is Given a Proin the old tribal contracts, ready have agreed to the refusal will
fessorship.
and visited President Roosevelt about ' e regarded as jeopardizing that por- tion of the outstanding $10,000,000,000
tnem.
Agricultural College, N. M., Aug. 15.
Lost Because He Opposed Contracts. of fraternal insurance which has
Badenoch, the famous right tackle
reached the point calling for prompt of the Chicago
Sulphur, Okla., Aug. 15. Cub Ream,
University football
team in 1904-5- , is coming to New
an Indian, testified that he was pre- attention by the departments.
The viewpoint of the commissioners Mexico.
He has just been appointed
vented from securing the position of
is expresed in a statement made pubChick-ashaw- s
professor of physical education in the
delegate to Washington for the
C. C.
lic today by Comuiisisoner
Agricultural College, where he will
because he was opposed to the
aswho
has
been
of
Ohio,
Lemert,
have charge of all branches of ath
McMurray contracts.
sociated with Commissioner R. E. letics in the capacity of coach and
Folk, of Tennessee, and Commissioner director. Badenoch played on the
WASHOUT DERAILS D. & R. G.
James R. Young, of North Carolina, Chicago football teams of 1904 and
PASSENGER TRAIN. in
preparing the uniform bill for 1905, under Coach A. A. Stagg, who
greater regulative control by the considered him one of the best footFireman F. B. Good is Injured No states. He said:
ball men then in the game, and who
Trains Arrived or Departed
"The uniform bill is somewhat of a recommends him as being an authorifor 24 Hours.
the
compromise. I am in hopes, however, ty on athletics. Since leaving
that societies represented in the Na- University Badenoch has been engagA washout on the Denver & Rio tional Fraternal Congress and Asso- ed in coaching athletic teams in three
Grande's tracks, four miles south of ciated Fraternities of America will different institutions, one of them beEspanola derailed the passenger train come together in support of the tenta- ing the Rose Polytechnic Institute,
that was due here at 3:45 p. m. yes- tive bill as we have prepared it. It and his success, especially as a footterday afternoon and resulted in seri- represents a distinct and positive ad- ball coach, has attracted considerous injury to Fireman F. B. Good who vance
along all lines for fraternal so- able attention. The college is considwas rushed to the Salida, Colorado, cieties. I also will be much
pleased ered fortunate in securing (his servhospital, on a special train, for medi- to see the fraternal system placed ices as coach for its athletic teams,
cal attention. Jack Law, the enginand his coming will probably marke a
upon a sure footing.
eer, escaped injury.
consider new era in college athletics in New
to
"The
association
first
The washout stopped traffic on the
Mexico.
I understand, will be the NaD. & R. G. and no trains arrived here the bill,
soThe
tional
Fraternal
Congress.
or departed today, pending repairs to
SEVERAL KILLED AND MANY
the tracks. Tomorrow traffic will be cieties represented in this Congress
INJURED AT MASSENA,
themannounced
have
repeatedly
resumed.
rates.
as
of
in
favor
selves
adequate
The washout is said to have been
Portion of Dam of Big Power Canal
due to a heavy rain near Espanola and If the Congress stands for the bill I
of the Niagara River Collapses
the only thing that presented a more am in hopes that the Associated FraWithout Warning.
acsimilar
follow
with
sprious disaster is said to have been ternities will
the low sneed at which the train was tion. The bill will then, with such
Watertown, N. Y., Aug. 15. Several
going when the engine was derailed. I suggestions as may come from these
Italian laborers were killed and a
bodies, be considered by the tun com- large number
injured by the collapse
Committees on Fraternal Insurance
a portion of the dam at Mas'
of
today
missioners' Convention and some defi- sena on the big
Niagara canal.
nite action may be looked for in the
coming convention in Mobile.
GRAYS WIN OVER
"A large number of the fraternal
LAS VEGAS AT ALBUQUERQUE.
societies already have practically attacked the problem and have succeed- It Was a Pitcher's Battle From
ed in winning their membership to a
Start to Finish Score Was
or readjustment of rates. It
rerating
Close, Two to One.
Capital of Belgium Experienc- is absolutely certain that all societies
N. M., Aug. 15. To
Albuquerque,
must be placed in a solvent position.
ed Disastrous Conflagrathe Grays yesterday went the spoils
some
societies
because
persistin their clash with Las Vegas, the
tion Last Night
ently ignore the plain requirements of locals winning by the close score of 2
insurance principles."
to 1. Things broke for Albuquerque
in the last half of the ninth inning,
LOSS OF LIFE AND WEALTH COLUMBUS, OHIO, IN
STATE OF SIEGE. when a wild pitch scored Donovan,
who was on third with one man out.
Pillaging Criminals Checkmated Thousand Soldiers of National Guard Harmon pitched a splendid game and
but for the accidenal slip in the ninth
to Be Sent There Tonight to
by Removal of Art Treasures
a tenth inning in all probability, would
Prevent Rioting.
by Troops.
have been necessary to decide the
15.
PreparaO.,
Aug.
Columbus,
tions are being made to send 1000 contest.
The game was a pitcher's battle
Brussels, Aug. 15. It is impossible soldiers to this city tonight, followIn the present confusion to estimate
ing an order of Governor Harmon at from first to last, but a half dozen
closely the losses ,by the fire last night noon calling out the troops. This ac- base hits were made during the nine
which swept through the. Belgian ex- tion was taken because of the increas- innings.
Weeks for
Albuquerque
position, wiping out whole sections of ed rioting in the strike of the street finished with but two hits, while four
the fairy-lik- e
structures and causing lailway employes here. The governor were made off Harmon's delivery. The
the loss of two lives, but. the damage acted on the advice of Adjutant Gen- slab artists were equal on strike outs,
win run into millions or rrancs. i ne eral Weibrich. How long the troops each having eight to their credit.
fire was checked by heroic work of will
stay this time is not known, but Weeks passed a man and Harmon did
firemen and troops in the early hours it is known that the military author- i'kewlse. Albuquerque hadfive men
this morning and by the use of dyna- ities have taken the stand that rioting left on bases and Las Vegas a like
number. All in all the honors were
mise in blowing up the Buildings. Pil- must be stopped at any cost.
laging criminals attempted to take adpretty evenly divided. The most noteJames
Out
vantage of the disorder but the most
worthy feature of the game was the
Newspaperman Steps
priceless art treasures have been re- S. Kirby, for two years city editor of fast time in which it was played, but
moved to a place of safety by the po- the Roswell Register-Tribunhas
lice and troopa.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Fire, which is supposed to have
started from a defective electric light
wire, broke out shortly after midnight
in a rear room of the residence occupied by Captaiii and Mrs. Henry
Bardshar on Cathedral street and did
several hundred dollars damage to
wall and furniture before the blaze
could be extinguished.
The loss is
said to be fully covered by insurance.
The fire alarm which sounded shorto'clock awoke hundreds, but
ly after
many were slow to get out and find
where the fire was. There were four
volunteers who arrived at the Bardshar residence a few minutes after
the alarm was sounded and among
these were Dr. David Knapp and
Chauffeur Michael Lawless.
They
rendered valuable
assistance in
getting water on the flames. A clerk
in the weather bureau also answered
the call.
Captain Bardshar and Mrs. Bardshar, Mrs. Curr.a their guest, and J.
T.
McCarthy, who has been visiting
bis brother Dr. Thomas
McCarthy,
who rooms at the Bardshar home, had
gone to Lamy in Captain Bardshar's
motor car. They returned late and
dined at the Coronado restaurant. Before they readied home they smelt
smoke and wondered where the fire
was. Entering the placita of their
residence which was formally occupied by
Thornton, they
found the smoke so dense that they
became convinced that the fire was
somewhere in their own thome
Upon opening the door of a servant's room in the rear of the residence the flames burst forth and it
was at once seen that a fire of no
mean proportions had to be fought.
Captain Bardshar and Mr. McCar
thy rushed back to the placita and
brought the lawn hose into play while
some one turned in an alarm. When
assistance came a large hose was run
from the fire plug in front of the
house out through the placita and to
the rear of the residence and thence
into the window of the blazing room.
By this clever maneuver much damage that might have been done by
water was averted.
1

The powerful streams manipulated
by skilful hands soon got the blaze in
check and today an inspection shows
that the fire was confined entirely to
one room. It is thought that the fire
may have been smouldering for some
hours and did not burst into a big
blaze until the door of the room was
opened allowing lots of air to fan it.
BIG GAINS

Bridgeport

MADE
BY EASTERN
is Now in 100,000

CITIES.
Class-Nia-

gara

Falls Increased 56.5 Per
Cent in Past Decade.
Hartford, Conn., has a population of
98,015, according to census figures announced today. This is an increase
of l'J.1165 or 23.9 per cent over 1900.
The population of Bridgeport, Conn.,
is 102.054. an increase of 31,058, or
43.7 per cent.
The population of Niagara Falls,
N. Y., is 30,445, an increase of 10.98S'
or 56.5 per cent.

1112

AijIISlG
Heavy Toll of Life Demanded
by Recent Floods in

Japan
4,000

HOUSES WASHED

AWAY

v

Thousands Homeless and Dependent on Public
Relief.
Tokio, Aug. 15. The casualties
from the great floods, which last week
inundated many districts in Japan
and submerged two of the principal
wards in Tokio, were given out today-afte- r
an official investigation, as
1,112 dead and missing. Three thousand nine hundred and fifty-thre- e
houses were washed away, in addition to thousands which are under

water but resisted the strain. Thousands of persons are homeless and dependent upon public relief.
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IP SEE FOE YOURSELF

CALL
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Leather and Leather Ebony
China,
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MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

Oh' WORK

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
cfurs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
PHONE
BLACK

A"iC CANON

SANTA FE, N, M,

1 Q

SUCCESSORS TO

J.

ROAD

D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
1

t

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
125 P1LPE
hAUoViaT 130 RED
PICTURE

FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

Fire at Tucumcari
Fire destroyed
the cottage of Mrs. Blanche Gililan at
Tucumcari. The loss is $2,000.
Conant Changes
Its Name The
settlement of Conant, Quay county,
has changed its name to Xewkirk.
Swastika Changes Hands The Des
Moines, Union county, Swastika, has
been sold by C. W. Hubbard to J. F.
Branson.
Estancia Bank Sold A. J. Green, of
Estancia, has sold the controlling interest in the Estancia Savings Bank
to O. A. Fisk, of Oklahoma.
Killed by Fractious Horse Sixteen
year old Pablo Roibal, Jr., of Mesilla,
Dona Ana county, was killed last
week by a fractious horse.
Pecos Valley Baptist Association
The Pecos Valley Baptist Association
has been in convention assembled at
Roswell during the past week.
Shot Himself Accidentally While
cleaning a 22 caliber pistol, Desmond
Farrell, a fifteen year old boy at Albuquerque, shot himself in the hand
accidentally.
Held for Robbery Louis N. Griego
and Ned Kely have been held for the
grand jury at Albuquerque on the
charge of holding up and robbing
Perry Graham.
Death of Young Man Harold D.
Richmond, aged 23 years, died at the
Las Vegas hospital. He had lived at
Las Vegas twelve years, going there
from Wisconsin.
Water Meters for Socorro Upon
direction of Mayor H. O. Bursum, the
city of Socorro is now installing fifty
and more water meters for the larger
consumers of water in the Gem City.
Construction Outfit Moved C. H.
Sharpe has moved his construction
outfit fgrom Winslow, Ariz., to
Valencia county. He is at work
double tracking the Santa Fe railway.
Indulgent Mother Pays Jesus
arrested at Las Cruces two
weeks ago, for obtaining money under
false pretenses, has ben released, his
mother having settled with the people
from whom the young man obtained
money.
Typhoid at Clovis "There is far
too much typhoid fever 'in this city,"
It records
says the Clovis Journal.
the death from that disease of nine
year old Wilkie Charles Swearingen
and the critical illness from the same
disease of his father.
Delinquent Tax List Completed
'The delinquent tax list is now com
plete, and will be published the end
of the month. Those who have not
yet paid their taxes should pay them
before this time and save the publication costs." Albuquerque Tribune-Ci- t
izen.
Elephant Butte Contracts Awarded
The. contract for the construction of
the Elephant Butte railroad line from
the Santa Fe main line to the Ele- -

All binds of Garden and Field Seeds.
FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

Hay,
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HERSCH

Grain, Pqtaloes.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
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MEXICAN HATS PRICES.
THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
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A great many Bargains
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Denver, Colo., Aug. 15.
The forecast is partly cloudy
with local showers tonight or
Tuesday.
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Don't Delay

MUST
BE SOLD

Ji

S S

Again Tonight, 6,000 feet of film to
lie run at the Elks' theatre. More if
necessary.
St. Catherine's Retreat The annual
retreat of the Sisters of St. Catherine1
ended yesterday and Rev. Father
Peters Pietro, S. J., who has been in
charge of the retreat will return to
Denver today.
From 57 to 80 That was the varia- tion in temperature yesterday and on
Saturday it was from 60 to 80 degrees.
The average relative humidity was 54
per cent and the precipitation for
il hours ending at 6 o'clock this
morning was 0.02 of an inch of rain.
The day was partly cloudy with local
showers and thunderstorms. A year
i'go today the maximum was 77 and
ibe minimum 5S with showers and

Buy Now While we have
a good

assortment.

i

FOR HALF

j

j

PHONE

36

LEADING

THE

HOUSE

A

CENTURY
CRY GOODS

IN THE

:

P. O. BOX 219

CITY.

thunderstorms.
Going to El Paso Jack McCarthy,'
brother of Dr. Thomas McCarthy,;!
will leave tonight for El Paso where

j

spend some time on business
matters. Mr. McCarthy has been;
speiukng his vacation in New Mexico!
and finds Santa Fe has the ideal cli-- 'i
mate. His home is in Boston where
the humidity is found by many to be
very oppressive.
Owing to the Length of the show
at the Elks' tonight, show will start
promptly at 8 o'clock.
Retreat of Sisters of Loretto The
annual retreat of the Sisters of Loretto ended with benediction last evening. The beautiful little cnapel was
handsomely decorated and the impressive benediction service was a fitting
close to a week of excellent instructions given by Rev. Father W. Lone-ga- n
of Trinidad, Colo., who will leave
today.
Appreciated Concert The Military
band is deserving of great praise- for
giving the orphans, the Sisters of
Charity and the patients at the Sanitarium such an unusual and high class
musical treat as they kindly volun
teered yesterday afternoon on the
Sanitarum lawn. Such thoughtfulness
for the pleasure of those who have so
few pleasures, is most commendable
and there was no lack or appreciation
on the part of those who enjoyed the
concert. The Sisters, the orphans and
the patients give their warmest
thanks to the musicians.
Two Die of Blood Poisoning Andres "Ulibarri, a sheepherder, near Gallup, died of blood poisoning caused by
running a piece of rusty wire into his
hand. Guadalupe Garcia, of Gallup, is
reported to be dying from a blood
poisoned hand caused by scratching it
ed to George B. Brady and to the firm with a piece of wire.
Murder at Rociada In a dispute
of Brown & Connor. The rock and
earth work on the railroad has been over the boundaries of a parcel of
awarded to George B. Brady and the land near Rociada, San Miguel county,
bridge construction to Brown & Con Damacio Archuleta, aged 58 years,
nor of Tucumcari.
The successful was shot three times and killed by
bids for each of the schedules were: his nephew, Abran Albino Archuleta,
For the rock work, $4cS,820; for the of Las Vegas, who is 24 years old and
earth work, $2,550; for the bridge con- who is now in custody.
Fire Within
Hope Has Another
struction, $5,400.
a week, of a destructive fire that laid
low a part of the village of Hope in
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re Eddy county, another fire caused dam
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- age to the amount of $13,000, the
store
Mercantile
not he cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Company's
with a large stock of merchandise beF. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have kaown F. ing burned to the ground.
J. Cheney for the last 15 yest and beShooting on the Mescalero Reservlieve him perfectly honorable in all ationFelipe PorCllo going suddenly
business transactions and financially insane while on the Mescalero Apache
able to carry out any obligations made reservation in Otero county, Indian officer tired to arrest him. Portillo
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Bought to escape and was shot and
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
slightly wounded by Henry Trias, one
Sheriff Denny took
U's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern- of the Indians.
ally, acting directly upon the blood both men to Alamogordo.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
(Continued on Page Eight.)
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
If you are In need of anything, try
con- Take Hall's Family Pills ic
a New Mexican Want Ad.
j pation.
he
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WE SHAVE DOWN OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK

i

Ml

OUR

GOODS.

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE RUNS SMOOTHLY, BECAUSE WE
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND A FULL. STOCK OF EVERYTHING A
FIRST-CLASHARDWARE STORE SHOULD CARRY.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND "MAKE GOOD"
ON EVERY DEAL. OUR VALUES ARE PLAIN TO SEE.
S

&e

"it'8 Hardware

WhaVowaVe

CO

We have.t.

WHOLESALE

AID RETAIL

xgy

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

SmithiDg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

lEZlT8.riZf.
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

i

85

Telephone 85
i

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstract Do youEknow whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?

""St

o

Salt and Seeds

ill

WE STILL HAVE LEFT

La-gun-

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
SOLE AGENTS

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMANBR0SC0.

TRI& fir

Who made the heart, 'tis He alone
Decidedly can try us;
He knows each chord its various
tones.
Each spring it svarious bias;
Then at the balance let's be mute,
We nevpf can adjust it.
What's done we partly may compute,
But know not what's resisted.

ARIETY FRESH YEAST

inter

Established 1856.

UP.

THE ALL WISE ONE.
(By Robert Burns.)
Then genily scan brother man,
Still gentler sister woman;
Though they may gang a keenin'
wrang,
To stop aside in human.
One point must, still be greatly dark,
The moving why they do it;
And just as lamely can ye mark
How far, perhaps, they rue it.

imperial
Jersey Cream

Also
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THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT

Catron Block

PSAMOttDG

Santa Fe, N,
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Realty & insurance Agency

Tel Black 76
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WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF
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MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right Service

JEWELRY

yes Tested and
fitted by Up.to- 0ate Metnocls

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Franciaco St.
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" It is to vou r advantage to trade here. We make
"For Your Own Cnnd
the claim that we sell better goods than any one
A
VS.
JJ
to produce
else, for we offer vou the. best grades in all our lines that is possible
.
m f

"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
I "OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

ii
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mm

1

Zook's Pharmacy rSe ffli'asrsr
"The Store Everybody Likes'

MONDAY,
5

1;
i

AUGUST 15, 1910.
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KEEP THE KIDNEYS WELL.

i

COL. R. E. TWiTCHELL

JELLS OF NEW

a33!

WOMEN

Many Santa Fe people take t'aeir
lives in their hands by neglecting the
kidneys when they know these organs
NATURAL
need help. Sick kidneys are responsible for a vast amount of suffering and
ill health, but there is no need to suffer nor to remain in danger when all But
Says Many of Its Waters, "More Valuable Than Ail
diseases and aches and pains due to
the Minerals in the Mountains Upon Which They Fall,"
weak kidneys can be quickly and permanently cured by the use of Doan's
Have Rushed on to Utter Waste to the Gulf of New
Kidney Pills. Here is a Santa Fe
Mexico Invites Immigration to Make New Mexico
citizen's recommendation.
Greatest State in Rocky Mountain Region.
Hyman Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe St.,
Need Lydia E.
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I can recom
mend Doan's Kidney Pills, as they
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, first vice ! to SO tons weight down the canons. Vegetable Compound
Lave been used by myself and other!
Bi'nokliehl, Mo. "Two years ago I
of the Eighteenth National and the data available in the records
was unable to do any kind of work and
inembers of the family with splendid president
of the engineering department of any
Congress,
Pueblo,
Irrigation
SeptemUS pounds. My trouble
results. The value of Doan's Kidney ber
was a visitor at the board of railway company in NVw Mexico, in (lily weighed
dates back to the
Pills for relieving pain in the back control
order to fully appreciate the volume
;
headquarters yesterday,
time that women
the other kidney difficulties has
may expect nature
In conversation relative to the work and violence of the waters contained
been thoroughly proven to me."
to oring on them
in the elemental deluges of the hills.
to
the
its
congress,
50
importance
For sale by all dealers. Price
the Change of Life.
w
Travelers and drovers compelled to
I got a bottle of
cents. Foster-Unbur- n
Co., Buffalo, 'communities where held and, genei-Nefor
several days beside any one
the important matters af- camp
Lydia . Pinkham's
York, sole agents for the United all'. "Pon
of these streams waiting for the turComiccuiig migauuu in me nouKy muuii- - bulent
Vegetable
States.
and it made
waters to subside so they can
tain
Colonel
said:
Twitchell
pound
region,
Remember the name Doan's and
me feel much better.
"In all its history, Ts'ew Mexico has cross, fully recognize the enormous
n.,A I i
take no other.
never had so much attention as at quantity of flood water wasted from
its use. I am
' 'ynvd
the present time. The early admission the watershed. While they are pervery
grateful to you
Notice for Publication.
rrniifl licrilfti
""
of the territory as a state, the, great manent streams in the sense that they r
' for tlie
Mrs. Saiiau
always carry some water, they are, i am now enioving.
to
seems
which
epidemic
landhunger
08873
Not Coal Land
near their source, torrential in char- LorsTG.YoxT, 414 !S. Livingston Street,
be prevalent in the middle and eastPecos Forest Reserve.
acter.
Often one of these streams car- Lrookfiekl, Mo.
ern states, the knowledge that in Xew
The Change of Life is the most criti
of
the
Interior,
Department
ries a volume of water from 15,000
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M Mexico there are thousands of acres to 20,000 cubic feet per second for cal period of a woman's existence, and
of land which may be taken up under
neglect of health at this time invites
July 12. 1910.
twelve to twenty-fou- r
hours. I know disease and pain.
and
homestead
the
the
of
laws
nation,
Pruden-that
'
Notice is hereby given
of one measurement in Logan, New
Women everywhere should rememcio Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who,, the great amount of publicity given Mexico, on the Canadian river in 1900, ber
that there is no other reniedv
homeseek-trfor
the
en-jt- o
the
made
homestead
possibilities
1905,
on July 12,
which showed that the river carried known to medicine that will so sucwest
in
and
er
the
and the homemaker
(serial 06873), No. 8396, for SW
cessfully carry women through this
Sec. 3, southwest, have provoked an enor-N- 100,000 cubic feet per second and most trying period
SE 4 SW
4
SE
as Lydia E. Pinkham's
came
of
flood
from
in
it
the
Cimarron,
the
of
Sec. mous inquiry from all portions
NW
NE
4
NE
Vegetable Compound, made from naRed
and
rivers
in
Colfax
Vermejo,
tive roots and herbs.
10, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. country.
county. For ages, these waters, more
For 30 years it has been curing woM. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in- New Mexjco statehood,
tention to make final five year proof,; .YeS) New Mexico, is looking tor-t- valuable than all the minerals in the men from the worst forms of female
establish claim to the land above ward tQ a great era of prosperity. Of mountains upon which they fall, have ills inflammation, ulceration, disrushed on to utter waste to the Gulf placements, fibroid tumors, irregularidescribed, before register and receiv-- '
reej locally the gubject just now of Mexico.
ties, periodic pains, backache, and
25th
on
er at. sama re, in. m.,
uie
nervous prostration.
in the minds of the peouppermost
"Lying to the eastward of this range
day of August, 1910.
is making the constitution for the
If you would like special advice
ple
Claimant names as witnesses:
new state, and for the next twelve beginning just below the Evergreen about your ease write a confidenCrestino Ribera, Manuel Sandoval, months we will have about as much foothills, and extending to the east- tial letter to Mrs.
Pinkham, at
Ramon Quintana, Crescendo Roibal,
is ordinar- - ern limits of Colfax, Mora and San Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
as
in
New
Mexico
politics
all of Pecos, N. M.
Miguel counties, are vast stretches of and always helpful.
MANUEL R. OTERO, , ily allotted to the citizen of the great valley,
prairie and mesa lands of such
southwest. We are not
Register. and growing
and conformation as to be areas, all the farming land of this
gradient
loan
we
could
in
politicians;
(Published in the New Mexican, of''lacking
adapted
perfectly to artificial appli- entire district can be brought under
Colorado a few to great advantage,
Santa Fe, N. M.)
'
the highest state of cultivation.
cation
of
these waters.
candi-are
j
just now most of tnem
;
What Storage Means.
Natural Reservoirs.
dates for the senate. A desire to rep-- j
!
!cmr
over
"Wlint
"Scattered
nmfln" 3 in
of
this
entire
scope
resent the new state in the upper
AlVU
IU a
I' "HI thio un."
i'lfoviin
house of the national Congress is not country, as well as in the higher may be realized by seeing the wonderconfined to the members of the dom-- ! levels of the mountains and foothills, ful results of irrigation in certain dis-- '
inant party the Repubuican in New are natural depressions and lakes, tricts in Colorado, which only a few
Mexico. There are a great many which, at small expense, can be utiliz- j years ago, were treeless plains used
ed as reservoirs; while, in the upper only for grazing purposes. Now they
j Democrats who believe they have bet
basket leaves Monday Tuesday ter than a fighting chance.
levels, nearer the sources of the are occupied by a numerous popula
are many favorable sites tion of prosperous farmers, with a suReturns Thursday and Friday. "Even in the west there seems to streams,
where
reserve reservoirs can gar mill every few miles and lands
large
to
as
lack of information
be
be constructed at reasonable cost.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop the a great
selling at $400 to $400 per acre, or
prospects of the new state along
"Farmers
learned
have
best
that
the
fruit districts where land is worth
ot
amount
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
agricultural lines. The
water right is the on with a reservoir irom $1,000 to $4,000 per acre, having
available
made
water
which
be
may
Phone No. 23 Red '
for irrigation purposes, through stor- behind it. In most irrigation systems full hearing orchards.
which have not sufficient storage ca"The native people and settlers of
age, is but poorly appreciated even
pacity, the streams r.e naturally short Colfax, Mora, San Miguel and Taos
is
among our own people. The truth
the great majority knows nothing of water in the dryest part of the sea- counties have successfully grown cerwhen the farmers need the water tain crops such as wheat, beans,
about surface and torrential flows, al- son
most. The soil and subsoil of this short season corn,
Prom
the
witness
every
year
sorghum and Kaffir
though they
whole district are quite uniform in j corn, without
BARRANCA TO TAOS going to waste of enough water to character
irrigation, for over fifty
and favorable to the highest years, and tne Mexican
the present irrigated area
people have
South quadruple
Meets Both North
water.
of
The soil is mostly a always planted temporal crops above
duty
of New Mexico.
rich, chocolate-coloreBounds Trains.
sandy the irrigated lands.
"The continuation of the Sangre de deep,
with clay subsoil which holds
loam,
Coloon
ol
arrival
the
Barranca
from
mountains
Leaves
"Irrigation farming has been carChristo range of
the water where it is most available
ried on in some parts of Mora, San
the north bound train and arrives at rado southward into New Mexico car- for
plant growth. This feature in
Taos at 7 p. m.
ries their elevation, practically undi- connection with the fact that the prin- Miguel and Taos counties since the
Ten miles shorter than any other minished, down through the western cipal rainfall occurs during July ana earliest occupation by the Spaniards
wcile there are remains of ancient irof Colfax, Mora and San
way. Good covered hack and good portions
August renders the duty of water ex- rigation ditches in Taos county used
eastern
porthe
and
counties,
Miguel
traordinarily high.
teams.
probably many hundred years before
tion of Taos county, and end in the
Annual Precipitation.
a.eia.eto
Males
the Pueblo Indians or by some race
xmo
by
ana
Tilingoauia re laugco.
uioneia
Eireiy
"Vernon L. Sullivan, territorial eneangei Comfortable,
ange is a great watershed. Its abrupt gineer, has expressed the opinion that v hich preceded them.
"In Colfax county which was forand precipitious slopes make a runoff in this portion of New Mexico, nine
Sp
or me
of probably more tnan one-nai- r
inches of water, properly used, in ad- merly the home and favorite hunting
heavy, dashing rains, and at least
dition to the natural rainfall, will be ground of the Ute and Apache Inof the lighter rains and snows, sufficient on an
been
average farm. On in- dians irrigation farming has
while the forests of pine, spruce and quiry of the farmers near Maxwell practiced for over fifty years. The
Kit
vegetation City,
SHOP aspen and other luxurient
Springer and Las Vegas, I have noted scout and Indian fighter, near
evidence about the same annual pre- been assured that this
on
a
the
Ponil
ranch
had
Carson,
estimate is
cipitation as occurs along the same ample. As a matter of fact, irriga- Cimarron and constructed one of the
For i9 years the only
range up her in Colorado. The many
here may be regarded as sup- first irrigating ditches in Colfax counfirst class tonsorial parlor streams flowing out of these moun- tion
and the large
plementary to the natural rainfall. ty. The irrigated farms
tains towards the east and southwest The government records of precipita- stone flour mill at Cimarron, owned
in Santa Fe.
s
of the Canadian tion over
are the
the prairie and mesa portion by Lucien B. Maxwell, supplied the
OUR NEW PITCH
and Pecos rivers. These streams, on of this area show
a great deal more settlers and United States army posts
TREATMENT
with flour in the early sixties.
reaching the more level valleys below rainfall than most
is guaranteed to cure, (not only the foothills, except when swollen by
with
sections
the
Irrigation Development.
have,
precipitafrom melting snows or heavy tion better distributed over the grow"Here B. F. Eaton, the pioneer of the
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & waters are
usually as quiet and placid ing season,
other scalp irritations. We also rains,
great Greeley irrigation district, afterbrook.
meadow
a
as
of
all
the
at Raton, during wards governor of Colorado, learned
"The
precipitation
carry a complete line
"At such times, to the unreflective 1909, was 23.02
inches, of which 17.31 to farm by irrigation on one of Maxpopular hair and facial tonics.
and uninformed, they would seem to inches occurred in
May, June, July, well's ranches near Cimarron.
HERP1CIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH drain a territory of scant water supand
of irrigation,
"But the methods
September.
August
ply, and the appellation given them as
BATHS BATHS BATHS
"No records have ben kept of pre- seeding and cultivation, were crude
rivers never fail to excite a smile
cipitation on the mountain watershed and wasteful compared to modern
from the eastern tourist.
LAUNDRY
HUBBS
Agents
mentioned, but it is much greater than methods now in use in the irrigation
Abundant Flood Water.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for your
for the lower elevations.
districts in California, Utah and Colowidth
"One only has to look at the
"From
runoff
laundry n Mondays and Tuesdays
measurements
of
such
and until quite recently no efand deliver on Thursdays and Fridays of the stream beds, often 100- or 200 as have been made from the annual rado,
been made to store and
have
forts
ifeet from bank to bank; the debris estimated precipitation, and from evi- utilize
AH work is guaranteed; yo"Jr
vast quantities of flood
the
socks are mended and buttons
from floods left on the prairies far bedence on the ground of floods in the water.
sewed on you shirts, without
yond the banks of the streams; the streams, there can he no doubt that
extra charge.
"It is only within a few years that
uprooting and lodgment of large trees; this mountain watershed of many
the great irrigation possibilites along
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. the rolling or huge boulders of 50 thousand
square miles will furnish this watershed have been given any
water to irrigate several hundred attention. The reason for this
is that
thousand acres of land in each of the the
land
these
in
the
of
part
greater
counties I have mentioned.
counties was included in land grants
"The government figures for the run- owned
by a few individuals and comoff from the entire drainage area of
used for grazing purposes.
and
panies
the Rio Grande in Colorado are 500 The owners did not want to divide the
acre feet for each square mile of sur- land into small tracts for settlers. In
face, or a runoff of nine inches per an- fact settlers were
just what they did
num. Estimating the runoff from the not
desire. But the settler has come.
mountain and foothil area of Colfax This means that there will soon be a
county at only six inches at altitudes cultivated farm on the area or ground
of 7,000 and 13,000 feet gives 1,010,000
formerly required for the maintenance
acre feet of water available for irri- of
a single steer.
gating the 512,000 acres of irrigable
"The crops grown under irrigation
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
land, or nearly two acre feet for each in this district are chiefly alfalfa, sugacre. The average rainfall being ar
beets, wheat oats, barley, Deans,
about seven to eighteen inches, this peas,
corn, timothy and orchard grass,
of
would make a total water supply
Kentucky
bluegrass and all kinds of
forty-nin- e
inches per annum.
garden vegetables, including melons.
Academic and Preparatory Courses
"Theoretically, it is possible to store
"It is a fine fruit country, particuand utilize nearly all of this runoff.
form Separate Departments
larly for high priced apples and pears.
Practically it is easily possible to store The apples are
crisp and
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.
and utilize more and more of it each
Send for Prospectus
juicy, of finest flavor and keeping
year, until, with the increased flow of qualities. There are a few good orchStudies resumed September 5th.
the springs, the raising of the ground ards that feave been bearing for 35
BROTHER EDWARD President
water and the increased humidity of
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New Mexico Military Institute
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wert Point ef th Southwnt
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

1
t

i

,

Through Academic course, preparing young

1

!

H

J.

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
od the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
an e'evatlon of 3,700
spot of the West

Pinkham's

it

feet above sea level, snnshlne everv day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Othcers;and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamli'oa, Vice Presldt-nt- ;
J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; VV. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
For particulars an1 illustrated catalogue
address
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

20-3-
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Superintendent.
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Fargo &
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ill Parts of the World.
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Save Monsy and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexico
"andiall Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH,

;

J. D. BARNES, Aoent

j
j

.

j

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

ompan

General Express Forwarders

j

j

G

1 V, VT

'
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For Best Laundry Work

Fino Rigs, Reliable Hcrsss, Single
Buggies, Suiries, Saddle Horses

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

fBninii

RATES RIGHT.
Dor Caspar Avenue

C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

Pis

FAR E

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, StiO.OO to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

$5.00

one-fourt- h

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,
IARGE
AN I)
SMALL

1

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
;
invited to correspond with us.

RANCHES
LA ROB

AND
SMALL.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

NEAT ATTIRE

head-water-

g

4

-

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, Hew Mexico

DyESIID CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

fifflilM COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC
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(Continued

on Page Seven.)

Particular care is taken that no

out-

Certainly helps a man along socially
g
and in business. There is no

fit leaves

THE WILLIAMS

gain-sayin-

& RISING LIVERY

the fact that dress has a edal to
do with a man's success nowadays.
eBarlng this fact iu mind, let us call
your attention to the fact that we are
now making to order the most stylish
Suits and Overcoats, from selected
fabrics, at a most moderate price.
Perfect fit and finish guaranteed. New
samples have arrived.

STABLE

unless it is in perfect condition.
Horses fresh, vehicles clean and easy
running. Drivers spick and span.
Patrons are always well pleased with
our service. We have rigs of all kinds
for use at any time of day or night
and our charges are moderate.

WILLIAMS
310 San

Julius Mnralter, Tailor

1 EISIM

Francisco St. 'Phone

139

Re.

I

Cor.

Palace and Washington Avenues.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexjco Central Railroad at
for Santa Fe, N. M., by comin Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
Bacsaee allowance of 50 lbs. to1 special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point

Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vauglhn at 8:30 a. m., arrive

Tor-rane- e

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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PUMPING FOR IRRIGATION.

NEW MEXICAN

MONDAY,

tative government; and in Oregon today they are trying to sneak back
from the awful confusion of direct
legislation to the more coherent and

The indirect good that the drouth
has done for eastern Xew Mexico, lies
in that it tauuht the great desirability
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
of
STURGES,
P.
supplementing scientific farming
FRANK
paiii a p wai T?R.
Vice President. methods with ini.iiion from wells.
Editor and President.
Irrigation by pumping is a success in
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
the Mimbrt's valley, is employed with
the Santa Fe Postoffico.
Entered as Second Class Matter
profit even in the Mesilla valley and
Secretary-Treasure-

II

orderly methods of responsible
deliberative enactments."'

R.

lis

and

is proving

six-inc- h

i
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h

OF SAfiTA FE.

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80,000

Transacts a general banking: business in all its branches,
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and ccfiatera. security. Buys and selis bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to ali parts of the civilized wrld on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six montlis' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments f livestock an products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes lor rent. The patronage of the
public is respeciuily solicited.
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MAEE, Assistant Cashier.

Th Oldest Danking Institution in
Uew ilexleo. Established in 1870

;

...

FRANK

CMOS

the salvation of the Por-tiile- s
$3.50
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, sis months by mail
The Estancia valley will
valley.
25
ATTORNEYS AT LAW. 2.00 never
Daily per week by carrier
Weekly, per year
attain a full degree of pros75
Daily, per month, by carrier....
1.00 perity until ii has power plants for
65 Weekly, six months
""""
Daily, per month, by mail
PAUL A. F. WALTER
50 pumping and a well for irrigation on
7.00
quarter
Weekly, per
Daily, per year, by mail
Attorney-at-Laevery homestead. A recent news item
New Mexico
Cruees
Fe.
from
Santa
Las
says:
COUNTY.
FE
SANTA
OFFICIAL PAPER CF
"Dr. W. 0. Fields has already prov- I- - Is sent to
e( tnP vai,lf, of a pumping plant in the Chas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley.
The New Mexican is tie oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
and
a
Santa Fe. '
Estancia.
growing eTrculatfcn Mesilla valley, although his plant has
large
every postoffice in the Territory, and has
EASLEY & EASLEY,
oniy oeen in iuii operation iui miee
among the intelligent and progressive people oi the Southwest.
days.
Attorneys at Law.
"On his ranch, just west of Las
Cruees he had several acres in canta
E. C. ABBOTT
loupes and lSuO two year old Bartlett
Attorney-at-Lapear trees. When the Rio Grande
Practice in the District and Su
- went
BATTLEVS.
ITHE
AEROPLANE
dry, Dr. Fields gave an order for prerne Courts.
THE BABE IN THE WOODS.
Prompt and careful
a pumping plant. He first had one
SHIP.
to all business.
attention
given
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
- congressman well put down, connected a
New Mexice
- Santa Fe,
Bees another shadow in the iiviii-ivu- i
and hero of Santiago, has taken the centrifugal pump to it and started opwoods of Xew Mexico. Scarcely over sjfle of the battleship as against the erations witn a gasoline engine, me
CATRON & CATRON
the fright that the Fox of Three Riv- - aeroplane and explains at great length one well did not develop enough water
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Lawork on a
ers gave it, the Journal Is In panic at in Popular Mechanics for September, and he immediately started
Office:
Catron Block
,,. .H. .....
why the craft of the air is no match second well.
New Mexice
i.. oiui
Santa Fe,
vjl ujc Rii
Hitr
lilt auauu
Dr.
second
this
"While
well,
boring
for the craft of the sea.
j
it
on
off
what
and seeks to chase him
the
Fields kept hh pump going
After an interesting discussion of
seems to consider its own reserve,
first one and savel his cantaloupe j
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
But the Journal is needlessly alarm- Attorneys-at-Lacrop.
...
,u;
ed. There ire two barriers that will ,
in the District Courts as
was
Practice
as
soon
well,,
second
the
"As
AD,avoa
111
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before
keep the Bull in his alfalfa pasture. (UntVVaiLni,
as
the Supreme Court of
well
were
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Af
connected,
Ol'Dfl.
'Him
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fe.ntiir
completed
600 gallons the territory.
is
and
he
throwing
today
those
will doubtless be done by
New Mexico
prohibits any one drawing $2,; 00 or planes
that become part of the equipment ot of water a minute and saving his pear Las Cruees.
.
m
,
T,,r,-he
Without
the
orchard.
pumping
ob
of
from accepting any other puulic office, battleships, chiefly for purposes
servation and scouting," Of the bat would have secured about $000 worth
rpnehan g. DAVIES
appointive or elective. The other is
of cantalomies from his tract. With A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davie
he
says:
tleship,
the experience and wisdom of the
,
wel1 hp has already shipped $2000
t.,-Attorneys-at-La"It is not necessary i
A
-- i
.
Bull. There is nothing for him to
" thotlle
A,liit
worm or meiuns ami iu auuiuuu
Practice in the Supreme and Disbe gained by mixing into the fight and great defensive elements of the bat- his trees. The wells, pump andsnveuj
entrict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
structure, even in its present'
going to the constitutional convention.
gine cost about $1100, the cantaloupe specialty. Office in Caixon Block.
found
will
be
difficult,
construction.
It
No matter what stand he took or how-hcrop this year more than paying the Santa Fe
New Mexico
voted on any provision, he would if not impossible, to sink or destroy a amount.
a
modern
blow,
single
battleship by
make new enemies or at least opponQuite a number of other farmers in
G. W. PRICHARD
ents. He is much too sly to be put on even below the waterline, except in
the
valley are now figuring on pumpmine
most
explocase
of the
powerful
and Consellor-at-Larecord at this particular time. His
Attorney
plants and next year will doubtrivals are not near as wise for they sion. How can it be expected to de- ing
all the District Courts
in
Practice
inless see twelve or fourteen more
make a grab for everything in sight stroy such a vessel by a single blow
and gives special attention to cases
stalled."
and that to their own detriment. Let from the air? Of course the aero-- !
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
others do the constitution making, the plane's missile will be of sensitive exOffice: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
NO CHANGE IN NAME.
Buil will preserve an attitude of mas- plosive of higher power, dynamite or
at
the
Willard F. Mallalieu, of the
present
explosive
gelatine
Bishop
him
if
which
it
makes
terly inactivity,
WILLIAM McKEAN
no new friends, at least does not time. It could not be hoped to have Methodist Episcopal
church, writes
Attorney-at-Laas
such a missile pass through the super- j from Auburndale, Massachusetts,
alienate the old ones.
and Land Law.
Mining
reach
and
decks
structure
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H.
and
to
Chief
follows
Justice
upper
Pope:
There are beasts in the political
New Mexico
Taos
the protective deck before explosion, "in the discharge of my official duties
jungle much more inimical to the hare
out
is
armor
I
claim
of
become
for
have
deeply
penetration
many years
and to the serpent which are the Any
C. W. G. WARD
interested in Xew Mexico. Hence I
Journal's particular friends at this of the question.
to suggest that your new
venture
District Attorney
Territorial
source
a
"The
is
on
speed
one
battleship's
and
the
the Republican
time,
Mora Counties
other on the Democratic side of the of substantial protection in reducing state ought to bear the name of the Fo San Miguel and
New Mexico
woods. The latter can be trailed in the accuracy of missiles operated only immortal Lincoln, next to Washing-b- Las. Vegas,
the editorials of the Journal oc
gravity, and this speed is easily 'ton, the greatest man that America
Here is a sinmade variable in both direction and has ever produced."
W. A. FLEMING JONES
casionally.
who no doubt
man,
cere,
are
apwhen
aeroplanes
velocity
ThPi-T.o
Bonds and Investments
ion
l
for
nf
the
i,n
- has the welfare
of the people of this
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
instance, powerful and invincible; the Poaching. At night and in the gloam- commonwealth at heart, making a
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Grizzly of Socorro, deliberate, sure ing, the searchlights trom torpeao
to the people unselfishly
Eastern and local bank references.
and unconquered; the Black Eagle of boat destroyers and other auxiliaries, suggestion
and convinced of its appropriateness. Las Cruees New Mexico
San Miguel, whose eye sees farther sweeping the heavens and resting on
It is very difficult, even for the men
than that of any other inhabitant of the areoplanes, would interfere with of
culture and sympathy, on the outthe woods; the Leopard of Tularosa, the latter locating battleships with side to understand
EDWARD C. WADE
that three hundred
of
the
ivntil
the guns
for whose restlessness even Xew Mex- lights screened,
Attorney-at-Lainso
have
more
of
years
history
ico is too small ; the old Tiger of San- fchips openel up with a pour of anni- and
in the Supreme and Dis
Practices
terwoven romance and tra lition with
ta Fe who for fear that som9 one hilation.
of the Territory, In the
trict.
Courts
is
which
of
name
the
Xew Mexico,
"The limited offensive power of the
might question his superior strength
Court
and before the U. S
Probate
name in the United
contributes almost oldest state
insists upon doing everything himself the aeroplane
General
and U. S. Land
Surveyor
rea
that the people as whole
from the selection of a ward chairman nothing in the way of defense, while States,
Offices.
sent any recommendation of a change
to dictating the first state governor; the whole battery of power of the bat- in
New Mxico
as much as Xew York, or Las Cruees
the Bulldog of the Salado; the Badger tleship is a direct factor of defense Xewname,
or
would
Xew
Hampshire
Jersey
of Cimarron and a host of other proud in preventing the aeroplane from
R. W. WITTMAN
resent a suggestion from Xew Mexico
and courageous denizens of the high reaching the zenith. It must also be
Draftsman
None
renamed.
should
be
that
timber and the grassy vales. On the remembered that in defense, as in of- reverethey
furnished of records on flU-iname of Lincoln more than
the
Copies
Democratic side there is the Wolf of fense, the battleship can command the
the U. S. Surveyc General's Office
do the people of New Mexico, and
Monero; the Hyena of Las Vegas; services of air craft, areoplane deNew Mexiw
a Santa Fe,
him
have
honored
naming
by
they
the Tom Cat of the Lower Pecos; the stroyers, dirigibles and captive balone
the
towns
the
of
of
and
county
Coyote of Clovis, and others more loons."
JOHN K. STAUFFER
territory after him, but as to the
worthy of the lance of the Journal
name of New Mexico, it has been halNotary Public
at present than the Fox and the Bull THE FAILURE OF THE REFER- lowed
Office with the New Mexican Print
the blood of martyrs and the
by
who are in no animal's way for the
ENDUM.
deeds of heroes, and is inseparably ing Company.
present and are strictly minding their
- New Mexico
with three hundred and Santa Fe,
connected
of
utter
The
failure
and
the
initiative
own business.
New
more
deeds.
referendum under Xew Mexico conyears of sirring
ditions was demonstrated only a few Mexico will never of its own volition
THE SQUARE DEAL.
short months ago in Santa Fe. This give it up for any other name that
The Xew Mexican is much pleased
to the census, wanted to could be mentioned.
to notice in the latest time table folder city, prior
take in its suburbs to make a good
of the Santa Fe system, a consistent
showing. Twelve hundred of its fifThere are some very small and
proof of that company's desire to do teen hundred
voters favored the prop- narrow-minde- d
oil within reason for the advertising
people who object to 1
upon Hon. Spanish being taught in the public
of Santa Fe and to attract to this city osition. Thy prevailed
tourist travel. For the first time in Thomas B. Catron to have passed by schools of New Mexico. In many of
this folder, the arrival of trains and the legislature a law that permitted a the progressive citiei and even counleaving time at Santa Fe, are given referendum vote upon the question. try districts of other commonwealths,
in uhe main time table as well as in The day for the referendum came. The Spanish now has a place on the curthe condensed time tables that pre- few who were opposed to a Greater riculum and its usefulness should be
cede it, while on the several maps in Santa Fe rallied and worked, they more apparent in this Territory than
the folder, Santa Fe appears in larg- spent money and they managed to anywhere else, on account of the
er type than any other place in the drag to the polls some two hundred closeness of the neighboring republic
Territory. The Santa Fe is planning floating votes. The thousand and with its millions of Spanish speaking
an extensive advertising campaign in more voters who favored a Greater inhabitants.
Says the Youths Comwhich this city is to be featured as Santa Fe stayed at home, too indif- panion:
never before, as soon as the Scenic ferent to cast their ballots, and de'Since the Philippines and Porto
Highway is completed to the Pecos pending on neighbors to cast the vote. Rico came under the American flag
and adequate hotel facilities are pro- It was a surprise that Santa Fe was the
of Spanish has been a much
vided to take care of the great treated to the next day, when it was morestudy
elective at our colleges;
popular
stream of travel that would follow announced that Greater Santa Fe had and now in at least two
large cites,
such a campaign.
In the past few been defeated, and the town given a Boston and
it is strongPhiladelphia,
years, the Xew Mexican, has been set back for ten years, but it was ly urged that the language be added
convinced that as soon as attention is too late to remedy the default. The to
the lengthening list of studies iu
called to any reasonable demand on same story would be repeated every
the
public schools. At West Point, for
part of the local public, it is granted time a law would be referred to the obvious
reasons, the study of Spanish
the
Fe
officials and that this people. The fellows who had a peSanta
by
and the commer
is
compulsory,
ancient capital is at last being given cuniary interest in the adoption of
If you like Rood Ooffee then
cial world realizes that the language
a square deal.
you will surely be charmed
any measure would spend money and is a great help in winning the trade
energy and get the votes they needed; of the sixty million Spanish-speakinThe First number of the Raton the bulk of the community would Americans."
"CHASE AND SAN8QRNS
Morning Reporter has been received stay away from the polls and one vicand like almost every new journal- ious measure after the other would be
SEAL BRAND"
The editorial writer of the Denver
istic venture it has trouble "with ma- fastened upon the public, measures Times sums up the demand in ColoIt has a distinctive, Satis-lyinchinery breaking down, with unsatis- which no legislature wouid dare to rado for the initiative, referendum, reflavor rich, mellow
factory news service and other draw- broach on account of the savage crit- call and direct primary as follows:
and line the result of
icism
what
would
it
but
receive,
scientific, car.eful blending
backs that meet the enterprising neogood
"But the people who know no hisof perfectly roasted coffees
phyte from the very start when he would criticism of so indefinite a body tory are clamoring for direct legislafrom the world's best plando?
as
tations.
the public
enters upon the work. The race Is one
tion as though It were a modern inof endurance rather than speed, for
novation, while Mr. Greenman knows
The most dissatisfied people with that direct legislation was the system
every new paper that enters an alSanta Fe Agents.
ready overcrowded field. The Morning the workings of the direct primary are which preceded that conception of parReporter, makes the eighth dally pa- the Democrats of Curry and Chaves liamentary government upon which
per in New Mexico, Albuquerque and counties. The returns stowed that the constitution of this country was
Raton having two papers, and Santa only a small portion of the Democrats founded by one of the most remark
Fe, Roswell, Estancia and Las Vegas went to the primaries and that the able assemblages of men ever noted in
the candidates selected are not the choice political history. A thousand years
one each. This Is only one-hal- f
& COMPANY
number in Arizona, but twice as of the great majority of the voters, ago the Witenagemote tried out the
many as In Wyoming and two more but of a minority that will find it dif--, idea of direct legislation now being
than in Utah and only one less than ficult to elect Democratic candidates demanded by Governor Sharroth, and
Ver.T"-Snin strongly Democratic counties.
abandoned it ultimately for represen- -

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.
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PIL1GE HOTEL

-

la

-

tie-shi-

VAUGHN pRCP,

W'l-LIA- M

One of

the Best Hotels in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

j

i

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLA

w

j

:

ijl

HOTEL

y

J. E. LACOME

well-meanin- g

Proprietor

i

I

& Co.

GROCERS

Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

FtlESS THE BUTTON WE

H.S. KAUNE

(

t.

PHONE 26

DO

TBE REST,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot

We Are
How

snpper ready to eat and yon will not have to
Our increasing patronage is the
wait.
best proof that we merit

Serving

yours.

THE HOTEL CORONADO
RATES $1.00 A DAY AND UP

G.LUPE HERRERA
Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
erery room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City im connection with Hotel. FirBt class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention
given to traveling
men. Give us a trial if you want first classservice,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM- -

SPECIAL

GREGG Prop.
IITI V

during entire
month of

SALE

1910

All Summer Dress Goods, Silks, Novelties, Lawns
Laces, Embroideries and Ladies Knit and Muslin
Underwear. ' ALL ARE THIS SPUING and
SUMMER GOODS LATEST STYLES and DESIGNS

g

j

IN CONNECTION

a Good One.

i

g

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

soft milm
swrs-fste-

GINGER MJS,

d

WILD CHERRY,

ROOT BEER,

KLONDIKE

ThphM

M

CO

aid km

year orders delivered

the thirsty as semetfeta?
LEMON SCDA,

IRON BREW,

FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

All driafas

Mfe

from filtered water.

nT,riiiiiiiiiMtMMtrH.t-.mTTTTT- ..n

HENRY KRtCK, Proprietor

g
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Attorney
querquf, iM

E? V. Dobson,
in the city.
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ARE YOU 60IN' FSSHIN'iVF. SPOPTtfAN?

Albu-- :

Neil B. Field, attorney of Albuquerque, is at Gregg's hotel.
Carl A. Bishop of Santa Fe spent
yesterday at Albuquerque.
S. D. Coy, of Tucso,,,
Ariz., is a
.sightseer registered at the Claire;
H. Warfield anl George H. Shel-baeare Chicago salesmen m the city.
W. C. Johnson. J. A. Dolan, W. A.
Dumas are Itenveriies at Gregg's
hotel.
Y. M. Letch and R. D. Brown,
of
Kansas City, are here on legal business.
Former District Clerk W. K. Martin
of Socorro, waws a guest at Gregg's

(f 734
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COME IN AND GET AC
QUA1NTED WITH HIM
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

j

&ONT Y&Z

Z

We've cot 'em all. everything . i- W
that you need. Just call at our store end
talk to OUR MAN WHO KrOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
sunnlips.

li

'1

FIVE.

PAG
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yesterday.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
will return this evening rrom
Albu-querqu-

If 200 YEARS AGO one of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
at 5 per cent compound interest and you had that $200 and the interest,
each dollar bill were a link in a chain, that chain would reach from New
'
York to ISan Francisco .
Money grows in our bank if you will let it.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK
INSURANCE

&

TRUST

CO.

Associate Justice Frank W. Parker
returned this afternoon from a trip to

j

Las Cruces.
'
Guy Macintosh, L. C. Frankel, C. E.
j Bailey, are Denver salesmen
register- j
od at the Palace.
F. AY. Drake, a lumberman, from!
:
Hodges, Taos county, registered at
;
i

Gregg's yesterday.
Arthur C. Kingland, district for-- !
ester, was in the city Saturday, on his

r

UUbUXlj

REAL ESTATE

and more complete, th&n ever.
have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty,
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.
:

j

SANTA ?E HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

i

Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
See

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

j

our attractive list before buying.

rT
notice our
Windows

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

j

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

int

'e

way to Albuquerque.
U .S. Attorney David .. Leahy, of
Las Vegas, arrived in the city y ester-- )
day on legal business.
A. L. Hull, court stenographer
at
Roswell, was in Albuquerque jester-- ;
day ou his way to Santa Fe
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. W'iehle, of Chi-- !
cago, are sightseers in the city. They
j
registered at the Coronado hotel.
Judge H. L. Waldo of Las Vega,3,
came up from Albuquerque yesterday,
He is here on supreme court business.
Assistant Superintendent of insur- ance Peter M. Lienau spent today at
Albuquerque on fire insurance mat- -

SURETY BONDS

all new and complete in every
dpfail our assortment of flies is larger
Our Line is

Everything in Hardware.

j
j

O

C- -

WATSON

&

COMPANY

j

ters.
Santa Pe, New Mexico
Former Governor Miguel Otero left
MARKET REPORT
last night for Las Vegas and is expect- ed to return tomorrow or the day af- 119 San Francisco St.
K;s:rbfK;.r,S,',0.nr Hone. Bed So. 189
MONEY AND METALS.
ter.
New York, Aug. 15. Call money
in
D.
the
Trne formerly
Miss Clara
;
easy
Amalgamated
U. S. Indian service and now living
Atchison 9!)
New York Central
on a ranch at Pajarito, was in the city 113
Southern
Reading 143
Saturday.
115
Union racific 167
Mrs. A. M. Bergere who has been Steel 70
bid.
pfd. 115
seriously il! at her home was report-- j New York, Aug. 15. Lead $4.40'7;
Exceptional Bargains at fee dozen
ed much improved
today. She is 4.50; smelter $5.35(f?40; silver 53
$1.00 $125 and $1.50
able to sit up.
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RI8S
Harriet A. Comrie, a trained nurse
Chicago, 111., Aug. 15. Wheat Sept.
from New York City, arrived here Sat- 102l-8- ;
Dec. 105
WILSON RANGES AT COST
urday and is calling on friends on the
Corn Sept. 63
CI.
Dec. 60
road.
Cerrillos
J&
J&
j&
j&
38
36
Oats
Dec.
Sept.
Father Pedro Plantard, the pastor Pork
TKMT COTS OSTERMOOR MATTKES9KS
Oct.
Sept.
$21.57021.60;
of Chaperito, is at St. Vincent's hos- HOUSE FURNJS H ISO.
KURNJTURK
$20.80.
pital no account of a general runLard Sept. $11.85; Oct. $11.75.
down condition.
Akers-Wagne- r
Co.
Ribs Sept. $11.90; Dec. $11.27.
F. R. Starr, o Antonito, Colo., and
WOOL MARKET.
EXPERT EM BALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
last
some
weeks
here
who spent
St. Louis, Aug. 15. Wool firm; terHe
in
was
the
Saturday.
city
winter,
ritory and wester nmediums 18
is in the forestry service.
23
fine mediums 1720; fine 14
Dr. J. H. Amerland, of St. Louis, re-- '
17.
visturned to the city Saturday after
LIVESTOCK.
iting Albuquerque, and is warm in his
Chicago, Aug. 15. Cattle Receipts
praise of the beauties of this country, 25,000.
Market steady. Native $4.50
He is on his way to the coast.
'8; southern steers $3.40(i7 5; native
Misses Elizabeth and Alice Coors, cows and lieifers $2.60(fi 6.70; stockers
of Las Vegas, who have been the and feeders $36.05; bulls
$2.80
guests of Miss Madeline Mills at the 4.50; calves
western
$3.757.70;
executive mansion, left yesterday for steers $47.25; western cows $2.45
4.50.
their home in the Meadow City.
Hon. Manuel R. Otero, register of; Hogs
Market
Receipts 10,000.
the Santa Fe land office, has gone to five to ten lower. Bulk $8.408.65;
5
Long Beach, California, to join his mixed $8.85(5 8.85; heavy $7.608.40;
daughters, Mrs. Solomon Luna, Mrs. rough $7.60(5 7.S0; good to choice
V. Xoland and Mrs. J. O. Q. Otero. heavy $7.60S.45; pigs $8.50 9; bulk
He will be gone only two weeks.
$S.0o8.35.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Fifield of Aztec,
Market
Sheep
Receipts 30,000.
DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
were visitors in 10 lower. Yearlings $4(55.40; lambs
YOUR BUILDING
On us for information if you are in San Juan county,
who is native $4.25(5 6.60; western $4.25(5 6.
doubt as to the value of some toilet town yesterday. Mr. Field,
Kansas City, Aug. 15. Cattle Reschool
will be ma'e more satisfactory in apsuperintendent of San
soap, complexion cream, talcum or county
southhome
on
from
is
15,000, including 1,500
his
duraway
Juan
matter
ceipts
of
in
the
and
county
pearance
tooth powder or any other toilet acerns. Market steady. Native steers
his bride a Texas lady.
with
Texas
use
We'll
and
it
cessory.
give
bility if you
gladly
J. H. McCutcheon, formerly a well $4.508; southern steers $3.505;
honestly.
native
known
newspaper man in Albuquer- southern cows $2.50(54.25;
LUMBER
$'2.50 6.50; stockers
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
que and El Paso, is in the city today cows and heifers
and expressed great regret over the and feeders $36; bulls $2.8Q4.50;
bought of us. Do you know anything Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits fire in El Paso in which the mayor calves $3.75(57.75; western steers $4
7.25;- western cows $2.504.75.
about our prices? If not, you've a sur- of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should of the city and a hoseman lost their
Market
form a part of your vacation outfit. To lives while many were injured.
Hogs
Receipts 5,000.
on
us
your
Let
store.
figure
in
prise
5 to 10 lower.
Bulk
'
the best, get them here.
$8.358.65;
Conget
Mrs. Herbert Parsons, wife of
next building.
$8.20(5 8.40; packers and butgressman Parsons of New York, and Heavy
Company.
chers
light $8.55(5 8.70.
$8.35(58.05;
daughter, of the noted banker, Henry,
Market
6,000.
Sheep
Where your dollar buys the most.
Receipts
on
was
in
the
city Saturday
Clews,
lambs
Muttons
$3.75(54.35;
steady.
her way to Arizona, Mrs. Parsons has
and yearfed wethers
?o.506.75;
MexTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
New
enjoyed her trip through
fed western ewes
Connection made with Automobile ico very much and was enthusiastic lings $3.60(5 5.25;
$34.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. about the territory.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros
William D. Hayes of the U. S. forKeep your eyes open as (Jorgo) and
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- est service and in charge of t!he Fre&
the two largest live snakes
(Annie)
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves mont planting station on Pikes Peak,
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. but up to a few months on the busi in America are now in the city.
Telephone No 143 Red
Giant Ferris wheel at the Carnival.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The ness staff of the New Mexican, has
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance been offered the assistant professoris $5.80 and between Torrance and ship in forestry at Colorado College, Rebound When excellent wont can
If you want anything on earthtry Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- Colorado Springs, and may accept the be done right at home. Con"jilt tne
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
offer.
New Mexican Bindery.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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"in order to get the matter adjust- on the property.
H. L. Waldo, M. R. Williams, Las
The New Mexica.. Printing Com-anN,M. at9:55a.m.
iOonnects with K.P.&S.W. lly, train No. 123 leaving Dawson
Grant County The Chino Copper
for final settlement the authorities
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SStatre for Van Houteu N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
Rauch;
Miss
Pajarito
True,
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has on hand a large supply of
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of
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A delegate convention of the ReCity; E. L. LeMaster, Albuquerque; ,
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first Monday of eac!
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probate clrek, at Tierra Amarilla, N. True, lately resigned from the govPrecinct No. 21 Two delegates, to
service. She delved into an- sunk to greater depth and most of
ernment
Serial No. 0467. 013711.
1910.
on
the 26th day of August,
M.,
&
cient history and found alleged rights the work will be in the lower drifts. meet at the school house and to be
Jemez Forest.
Not Coal Land.
moun
Claimant names as witnesses:
the
in
o
tunnel
to
the
called
above
e
order
the
The
San
Otto
oi
in
to
Getts.
Indians
lands
o!
by
Department of the Interior,
Placido Archuleta, Luciano de Her- Precinct No. 22 One delegate, to
Pass which claims had been tain has been stoped out.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
and meet at the school house No. 4, and
Florencio Vigil, Ygnacio Tru- - adjusted, however, many years before
Organ Dr. J. H Johnson
July 12, 1910. rera, all of
out
are
to be called to order by Antonio Jose
taking
Coyote, N. M.
the Smiley commission. While the ac- George B. Lerchen
Notice is hereby given that Juan jillo,
a. m. Daily.
tion of the superintendent was futile, some high grade ore from the Big Romero.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
M. Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who,
and
Precinct No. 23 Two delegates, to For information regarding freight
it had the effect of stirring up some Tree claims which they own,
on July 27, 1908, and June 20, 1910,
Register.
meet at the school house and to be
made homestead entries No. 0467 and
and passenger rates etc. call
called to order by Nocllas Hernandez.
NB
No. 013711, for SE 4 NW
The
order
to
called
must
be
meeting
system
Cures Biliousness, Sick
NB 4 SW 4 S 2 NE 4 NE
at city office, Laughlin Block
promptly at the hour designated, not
NE
Sec. 19, and W
N 2 SE
clears
and
thoroughly
a minute earlier, and the party calling
Headache, Sour Stomor Phone 145. and NW 4 NW
NE 4 NW
cl
nominations
must
order
to
receive
it
sallow
complexions
Liver and
ach.
Section 20 Township 21 N, Range 3
president of the same from all who
blotches j for
E, N. M. P. Meridian, Las filed notice
pimples
to make nominations and give
desire
of intention to make final five year
L, H, GIBSON,
ia
time
ample
therefor; If more than one
to
land
claim
the
proof, to establish
nomination be made for President, the
STRIPLING-BURROW& CO,
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
above described, before Ellseo Lucero,
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Canon and they will reduce the Democratic vote of the county materially.

COL. TWITCHELL TELLS OF
NEW MEXICO RESERVOIRS

(Continued From Page Three.)

Union County Democrats last
elecied the following ticket:
to 50 years, with very few
E. Broosier, Amistad; John A.
during that time.
Francisco Miera,
Clayton;
Sugar Beet Production.
M'era; Luciano Castillo, Folsonr. Haz
"All the conditions are exceptionValverde, of Clayton, was chairman,
ally favorable for sugar beet culture and Fulgencia Baca, secretary of the
under irrigation. The temperature of convention.
the summer months, the mean for
June, July and August being 70 deof Curry county
The
grees, followed by a long period or have putRepublicans
a very strong ticket. At
up
cool dry weather, for ripening and
their convention at Clovis on Saturharvesting, are ideal for production day they nominated Mayor Harry W.
of a high tonage and sugar percent- Crawford, of Clovis, a son of .lack"
age.
Crawford, the poet scout, and a popu"For the past two years sugar beets lar rai'roader, and C. E. Foster, posthave been raised near Las Vegas, master at Hollene, for the constituMayor Boyle was
"Watrous, Shoemaker, Miami, Springer tional convention.
and Maxwell, at the last named place elected Chairman of tho county comIn both an experimental and a com- mittee.
mercial way. The average sugar per"The Republicans are, with comfort,
centage of the 1908 crop of New Mexico exceeded that of any other state comparing Hie two tickets. The Demor territory in the United States. The ocrats nominated three Silver City
1909 crop made an actual commercial lawyers, and a merchant from Fi?rro.
test for beets shipped of over 17 per The Republicans nominated one Silver City lawyer, a Silver City busicent.
ness
man, a business man from
syste"But irrigation here, under
and the cashier of a bank
Central,
upon
depends
modern
methods,
matic,
storage reservoiring for reserve sup- from Lordsburg. The voters can easly
it
ply and is in its incipiency. Several pick out the men in whose hands
of
large enterprises are projected and will be safest to leave the work
some have progressed sufficiently to preparing a constitution." Western
begin colonization. In the class are Liberal.
those of Springer Ditch Company, at
Development
Farmers'
The Democrats of Chaves county
Springer;
& met at Roswell on
Saturday to ratify
Company, at Miami; French Land
and
French,
at
made
at the prinominations
the
Company,
Irrigation
Maxwell Irrigated Lands Company, at maries. A dispatch says: "The meetMaxwell, all in Colfax county, New ing was an all afternoon wrangle. A
Mexico.
bitter fight was waged, between the
"These projects, though not com- two factions, the conservative and the
supradicals." Finally that element in the
pleted, show the enormous waterChris-tparty which favors prohibition was
ply furnished by the Sangre de
watershed. Taking as one instance, defeated by a vote of 23 to 17 and the
the Maxwell Irrigated Lands Com- rioliibition strength in that county
aspany, which will take water by large will be thrown to the Republicans,
ditches from both the Cermejo and the suring their election.
Red rivers. The Vermejo ditch is com"Now that Chairman H. O. Btirsum
pleted and from this ditch alone ten
large reservoirs were filled the pres- has been in Santa Fe and opened Reent season by the middle of May and publican headquarters there, it is a
there has been a large amount of wa- safe guess that there will be quick
ter running to waste down the Verme- and effective movement in Republican
circles throughout the territory. Mr.
jo which could not be utilized.
"The Red river ditch is being con- Bursum is now a well seasoned vetstructed and when completed this com- eran in the Republican service and he
pany will have much more water than can be depended upon to guard well
can be stored and used by the reser- the interests of his party should any
voirs in their system.
partisan question be thrust upon him
New Projects.
in conection with the approaching conSocorro
convention."
"There are three other projects stitutional
which have not got much beyond the Chieftain.
formative stage of perfecting titles to
water rights, surveying and engineer's CLAIMS PORTION OF
estimates of costs of construction.
WENDLING REWARD.
There are the Las Vegas project, now
under construction by D. A. Camfield,
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 15 Dethe noted irrigationist of Colorado; the tective Carney of Louisville, Ky., will
Lake Charette projects, controlled by not be permitted to enjoy in peace
Horenstein and Hartoey of Springer, the $6,000, which "have come to him
con- as his reward for
capturing Joseph
and the Eagle's Nest project,
Cimarof
Charles
Springer
trolled by
Wendling, alias Henri Jacquemin, the
Louisville church janitor accused of
ron, New Mexico.
Alma
"This Eagle's Nest enterprise will, having murdered
without doubt, become one of the Kellner. Joseph Krimmer of this city
greatest in the west, covering as it has just filed a claim of $3,500 for Ihis
will over 100,000 acres of exception- services in the case on the ground
ally rich land, with low construction that it was a postal in his possession
cost and an abundant supply of water. that led to the hiding place of the
Wendling was traced to
"None of these is government pro- fugitive.
concern- San Antonio by Detective Carney earmuch
cannot
I
say
and
ject
in June. It developed that the man
ing any one of them except that every ly
one will bear the closest scrutiny by wanted had been working on a ranch
us near the city, but had made his espersons who desire to come among
cape a few days prior to the arrival
and make their future homes here.
of
the officer. Mr. Krimmer, the
irfor
"There are great possibilities
of Uhe ranch, had in the
manager
Mora
of
the
rich
valleys
rigation in the
meantime
intercepted a postal from
and in the Tao3 country.
Mrs. Cora Muena of Hume, Mo., and
we
invite
that
"It is to this country
intended for Wendling. This was
the people of the world to help in shown to Detective Carney by Mr.
making the greatest state in the Krimmer, who also claims that he adRocky mountain region."
vised the officer to keep in touch with
the woman, that appearing to him as
the only source from which further
IN NEW
information about the whereabouts of
could be gathered. This tlhe
POLITICAL PASTURES Wendling did with the
result that ultidetective
mately he arrested the fugitive at
The Democratic primaries of
San Francisco.
county will be held on August
22.
LETTER LIST.
List f letters remaining uncalled
The Republicans of Valencia county ftr i tke postofflce at Santa Fe, W.
will meet at Los Lunas on Saturday, M. for the week ending August 13.
If sot callei for withim tw trseks
August 27.
tkey will ibe sent U th dead letUr
Voters' League of MC9 at Washington-- The
Bernalillo county has been launched.
Addison, A.
It has adopted a platform of sixteen Aspaas, Ralph.
articles advocating initiative, referAnthony, H. E.
endum and other Socialist doctrines.
Braden, Frank.
Francoso, Geronimo.
The Socialists of Otero county have
Franciso, Geronimo.
nominated the following ticket: A. K.
Gastman, R.
George War-nocGore, of Alamogordo;
Goebie, Geo.
of Alamogordo, and A. W. GarGreen, A. J.
rison, of Camp City. There are eight
Green, F. W.
socialistic lodges in the county; AlaGray, R. A.
mogordo, Camp City, Cloudcroft, May-hilGonzales, Cristoma.
"
Avis, Pinon, Weed and Cox
eslie, Rob.
Lyons, Henry.
jeyba, Eluteria, (2).
The
week
failures Dr. A.
Pace,
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WANTS

Every
cirar store is a
lighting place for the

tv

JiSl

..LOST Gold star with
shal" on it. Finder

IMS

Mc-Kinl-

Non-Partisa- n

l,

ingestion
Stomach trouble is but a symptom of, and not
in itself a true disease. We think of Dvsuensia.
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
they are symptoms only of a certain specific
Nerve sickness nothing else.
It was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Snoop
In the creation of that now very popular Stomach
Remedy Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Going direct
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that success
and favor to Dr. Shoopand his Restorative. With-othat original and highly vital principle, no
such lasting accomplishments were ever to be had.
r or stomacn distress, Dioaung, Diuousness, Dad
breitth and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
Ri'Storative Tablets or Liquid and see for your-e- i
We sell and cheer,
'.t what it can and will do.
fully recommend

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.

J.asero, Risentita.
IcFair, Abbie.
--

McKinley, Mis3 Ola.
McCamant Emma.
McLead, Chas.
Marques, Pedro.
Martines, Gregorio.
Martines, Nacanor.
Porter, J. D.
Quinn, Agnes.
Russell, O. C.
Russel, Louise, (2).
Roybal, Louise, (2).
Roybal, Lusio.
Robler, Silvestre.
Rios, Pablo.
Rodrigues, Raefelita.
Salvis, Domingo.
Samora, Antonio.
Silva, Alverto.
Tate, Charles.
Turner, Wm.
Velasques, M.

d

of-tic- e.

FURNISHED ROOM Modern
veniences.
Lady only. Apply

a?

&

1

FOR SALE
Thirty horse power engine, good as new. Inquire,
at Santa Fe Waning Mill.

I:

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.

!

You see it in more instances
and in more cases than any
other.
There's a merit
reason behind "three millions a week" and it's a
strong one. Better than A

con-

RENT
furnished
Nicely
11
electric lights.
street.

FOR

room, bath,

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.
unto set my hand and the seal of said
District Court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this 13th day of August, 1910.
FRANK W SHEARON,
(Seal.)
Clerk.
By EDW. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.

The Corona is new.

BLANKS

Printed and foi sale by New Mexl-- .
ean Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.

o

eight-year-ol-

"city marto this

Mex.
!
i

Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended Location
Certificate,
sheet,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
sheeL
Notice of Mining Location,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Property, 2 sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed.
sheet.
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Af-- i
Power of an Attorney,
fldavit and Corroborating
sheet,
Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
Notice, 4 sheet
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals
earing Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet,
1 4
Bill of Sale Range
Delivery,
2

j

4

1-- 2

I

i

Jmm cjS;S4tc:a0

4

1

1-- 2

2

2

1-- 2

rr-ir- t

run iifilMdijgiiha'tfAiifr.'Mt.k

.,

.

.

3

'

Non-Miner-

Non-Miner-

ROTHENBERG & SCHLOSS, DISTRIBUTORS, DENVER, COLORADO

1-- 2

1-- 4

Walker, A. E.
Winsatt, Allen.

welfare of the future state, and to
accomplish the best results for all the
Water, June R., (2).
people, all legal voters in each pre- cinct who believe tJhat the people
Wood, J. A.
In calling for these letters pleast should retain in their own hands
some power to restrain and correct
state whether "advertised" or not.
undesirable or evil laws and bad legE. C. BURKE.
islation by having incorporated into-thPostmaster.

lying southerly from the City of Santa
Fe in tne county of Santa Fe New
Mexico, containing 220
acres, and
which is bounded and described as
follows,
The east half of the
southwest quarter and the west half
of the southeast quarter of Section B;
constitution the principles of the also the southeast quarter of the
initiative, referendum and a proper northwest quarter and lot numbered
DEMOCRATIC CALL
on taxation and such other three of Section 3, all in Township
limitation
FOR PRIMARIES.
safe guards as they believe in to at-- , 1C N. R. 9 East of the New Mexico sheet
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 11, 1910.
Bill of Sale,
sheet
tend and actively participate in such Meridian, except five acres of the lat- The precinct chairman of each preter
tract
known
as
lot
Numbered
10,
and
county!
in
said
Authority to Gather, Drive and
cinct of Santa Fe county, is hereby primary meetings
convention, and they will be accorded j for tne payment of said amount. On Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re- requested to issue a notice for a all
sheet,
rights and privileges in such account of misrepresentations, etc., on corded Brand,
meeting of the citizens of his respecwith all others without re- the part of said defendants to the said
Drive and
to
Gather,
meetings
Authority
tive precinct, and to hold such meetgard to past or future political views plaintiff in re said Crude Oil Burner, Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'i
at
such
time
and
his
in
ing
place
pre or party affiliations.
said plaintiff prays that: 1st. That Recorded Brand,
sheet
cinct on the 16th day of August, 1910,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
the said promisory note may be de- - j Certificate of Brand.
sheet.
as to him may seem proper to give
Dem. Co. Central Commit- clared null and void and required to
Chairman
Contract.
sheet.
Sheep
all citizens of the precinct ample no
tee.
be surrendered up, unless found in
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
tice, for the purpose of selecting deleAttest:
some
of
the
innocent
hands
Bond.
sheet
Appeal
purchaser
gates and alternates to represent the
A. P. HILL, Secretary.
I
for value before maturity; 2nd. That
Appeal Bond, Criminal, 2 sheet.
precinct in a county convention to be
the holder or holders of said promi-- 1
sheet
Appearance Bond.
held at the court house in the city of
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
Santa Fe, at 2 o'clock in the after- Territory of New Mexico, County ofjsory note when found may be made a
Santa Fe, ss.
sheet.
party, or parties, defendant to this (J. P.),
noon on the 22nd day of August, 1910,
No. 6C04.
for the purpose of nominating five
isuit; 3rd. That the said mortgage Bond of Appearance,
(District
Charles A. Siringo, Plaintiff.
with the record thereof, may be order- - Court),
sheet.
suitable men as candidates to repre-- t
j ed
vs.
canceled, set aside and vacated;
sent Santa Fe county in the Consti-- j
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
W. P. Cox and C. C. Rushing, and 4th. That the said plaintiff may have
Bond to Keep the Peace,
tutional Convention, to be voted for
sheet
at a general election to be held on the unknown claimants of interests in j such other relief in equity as may be
sheet
Complaint, Criminal
the premises hereinafter described, just and proper, and that he may
the 6th day of September, 1910.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, ComEach precinct will be entitled to adverse to the plaintiff, and the un-- 1 recover his costs in this suit expend-on- e plaint, 2 sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum-delegate and one alternate for known claimants of interests in the ed, as will more fully appear by ref- votes cast and for promisory note hereinafter described, erence to the complaint filed in said mons, 4 sheet.
every twenty-fiv- e
each fraction thereof for O. A. Larra- - Defendants.
cause. And that unless you enter your
sheet,
Replevin Bond,
zolo for delegate to Congress at the!
In the District Court of the First apearance in said cause on or before
Execution Forcible Entry and De
last general election, and each pre-- ; Judical District of the Territory of the tenth day of October. A. D. 1910, tainer, 4 sheet.
cinct will be entitled to the following New Mexico, within and for the Coun-- 1 judgment will be rendered
against
Replevin Writ, 4 sheet
number of delegates and alternates ty of Santa Fe.
you in said cause by default. The
Replevin Affidavit, 4 Bheet.
t0"wlt;
"W. P. Cox name and address of plaintiff's attor- The said defendants,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
H. No. I, Pojoaque, 2 delegates; Pt. and c c RUshinsr. and the unknown nevs are: Renehan & Davies. Santa sheet
No. 2, Tesuque, 2 delegates; Pt. No.
3,;clalmantg of Interest8 in the premises j Fe, N. M.
Warrant
sheet
Santa Fe, 8 delegates; Pt. No. 4, hereinafter described, adverse to the
In Witness Whereof, I have here- sheet.
Commitment,
Santa Fe, 5 delegates; Pt. No 5, Agua iaIntlff and the unknown claimants!
2
Fria
delegates; Pt. No. 6, Cienega, t Interests iu tne promisor
note!
noti-- j
are
hereinafter
; S !' fT o
described,
hereby
V, fled that
complaint has been filed j
gates; Pt. No. 9, San Ildefonso, 3 delein the District Court of
them
gates; Pt. No. 10, Stanley, 4 dele- against
District of the TerJudicial
the
First
gates; Pt. No. 11, Golden, 2 delegates;
within and for
New
of
Mexico,
Pt Kn 9. T.fltnv 9 talocatoa . Tf lV.Tr. ritory
Fe
that beinf
SaBta
the
of
County
13,' Gloiieta, 2
delegates; Pt No. U
AND
Chimayo 1 delegate; Pt. No. 15, San-- ' '"r euult ul wullu Bcuu ,"tuac 10 y "
said l'lilintlfr. Charles A.
ta Cruz, 1 delegate; Pt. No. 16 Santa' ins
2 delegate
pt vn '17 i ingo, the general object of said action
con-- :
delegates; Pt. No. 13,' 5 delegates; beinS: On account of a certain
said
tract
into
entered
plaintiff and
by
Pt. No. 19, Madrid, 2 delegates; Pt.
1910
No. 20, San Pedro, 4 delegates; Pt. said defendants, wherein said plaintiff
cer
a
defendants
No. 22, Pojoaque, 3 delegates; Pt. No. agreed to pay said
A SOLID WEEK OF RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT
21, 1 delegate; Pfc No. 23, Rio Medio. ttaln sum of money for thef purchase of
1 delegate.
a crude oil burner, designated as the
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
As the framing of a constitution for 20th Century Crude Oil Burner. That j
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
r
new
tne
state should be removed as on account of said contract saiu piain-faas possible 'from partisan influ-- : tiff made and executed his promisory
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
ences and made for all the people and note and gave a mortgage on his
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
is of such great importance to the ranch, known as 'Sumiyslope Ranch,"
i

2

to-wi-

2

4

2

2

j

1-- 2

1-- 4

1-- 2

i

j

1-- 2

1--

j

2

1-- 2

2

1-- 2
1-- 2

4

i

j

1--

i

1--

1-- 2

1--

1--

j

1--

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4

r1"

THE FIRST 'STATE

FAIR

Sir-Cru- z.

GRAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION

'

j

j

ALBUQUERQUE

OCT.

38

GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
EYERY SPECIES

KEEP

HEALTHY

COOL-KE- EP

Hfif

"When tired, warm or run down, shake
a little BATHASWEET in the tub when
bathing. BATHASWEET softens and perfumes the water instantly. 25 baihs in 25 cent can.

IT'S WORTH

A TRIAL

BATCHELLER IMPORTING CO..

::

NEW YORK

AMUSEMENT

OF MEW AND INSTRUCTIVE

WILL

BE

PROVIDED

THE C. W. PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will furnish the down town night attractions, Fourteen high-classhows and sensational free acts.
s

J.

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
iWrlte the Secretary fo' premium lists or other Information
H. CTRIELLY,
JOHN B. McMANUS
President.

Secretary.
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CASH

4

4

N

I

(Continued
FOR SALE

From Paae
Office

safe

two.)
$50. Chas.

E. Michael.

New and Interesting change of
pictures at the Elks' tomorrow night
Watch tomorrow's issue for titles.
Sweet Peas, any shade at a popular
price, Mc.Convery 415 Palace Ave.
The Beautiful Baby Grand Fisher
piano received by the Eyles Music Co.
from the factory Saturday is certainly
one of the finest pianos ever brought
to Santa Fe and every lover of music
should step in and try its beautiful
tone.
Beaten Up By Eight Men Night
Watchman Ogilvie at Albuquerque
was set upon by eight men and beaten. It is believed that his skull is
A

GROCERY AND BAKERY
WATERMELONS, STRAWBERRIES. CAN.
TALOUPES, ?ALL KINDS OF FRESH
FRUITS, VEGETABLES etc. etc.
OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DONT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY

DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.
TRY OUR LEMON PIES.

fractured.

k

WEEK

F. ANDREWS

4.

BByyp:

$2.50

$3.00
$3.50
$4.00 UQ SS.05
IMPORTED RAZORS as low as
razors win

Plus

1

QT

t
wees as iuwaifa- -c catn.
hte 'eali"K importers of razors in the United
Illlll
CUTMSRY
w1"151
of
CO.,
New
York City. Theyare
!SLfw'h
S? offer se5"re a bigstock at a ridiculous figure, which puts
i I
'0, "?? following gocdsat nearly half the prices. All
rnr-ifully guaranteed ; not satisfactory, they can be exchanged. The
assortment comprises all of the following
well known m?kes:
wade & Butcher Wo. ISO
Ben Hur No. S07 J Your choice
f"7
..untnnorai 1. A. J-- ro.
Ixswis Ko. 105
(of any of
Woai.oholm Pipe No. i49
Brandt No. 100
Roger Razor fio. 1 16
Blue Steei No. 117 ) $2.50Razors
g
high priced razOTS highly polished, and elabor-Btelfinished, to goat half price.
W.OO Brandt No. Ill- I
Brandt No. 115, $1.77
$4.00 Brandt No. 12. $1.97 I $3.50
4.50 Skranct No. 1 10, $2.47
Branct s Best No. H9, roEu!rirJce $5.00, our price $2.37
au razors are full hollow ground, and set ready for use. each
Ve will alio place on sale 1009 of the genuine
lOOOfine imTJorted

"r.u

ViQri-,,--

iretT?vm
iifnbSr

i otiic uim

fII
J

ia

,lsf tT?iy

i.

3

0

lit

BRANDT

SELF-HONIN-

RAZOR STROPS

G

lryXfcl;

Our Price 970 each

The Brandt Self Honing RaiorSf rop is the best razor strop on the
market
The only razor strop in the world that hones and
strops your razor at the same time and enables you to obtain an
edge winch only an experienced barber can live. The Brandt
r
KazorSirop will put a keener ede"on a n:.or with
strokes t.iau any other razor strop. GUA RAXTKKD nevt r to become hard or glossy.
Special -a $2.00 .Brandt Sa'atr Kessor find
ffiraadt Stomas Ezush for S7S. cosh,
MAU, OKDUiiS
1
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FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store.
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nm him corrick's hack line
HACK SERVICE

37c

popJiu wees

BRies
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and Saddle Horses

Bakery Robbed The French bakwas yesterday
ery at Albuquerque
robbed of a large quantity of lard,
sugar and bread. The burglar made
his entrance through a rear window.
The Rocky Mountain Amusement
Company have opened up a place of
amusement at the corner of Grant
and Palace avenue, where for five
days and nights tftey will give a good
carnival show for little money.
While Driving
Shot in Shoulder
Cross Country While driving cross
country, from Kenna to Roswell, in
Chaves county, Russell Prouture was
accidentally shot through the shoulder
by the discharge of his rifle. He will
recover.
Exploding Stove Sets Fire to House
An exploding oil stove set fire to
the house of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. W.
Xilsson at Roswell, but the courageous Mrs. Nilsson extinguished the
flames with a garden hose after turning in a fire alarm.
W. C. T. U. There will be a regular meeting of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union on Tuesday
the 16th. Annual election of officers.
A corA good attendance is desired.
dial invitation extended to every one
interested in temperance work.
Brown The
When Brown Met
Seligman Browns defeated the Baca
Browns at the college grounds yesterday by a score of 5 to 4. The game
was declared an interesting one and
was enlivened by the clever work of
Willie West on shortstop. There was
a good audience.
Woman Saves Child From Drowning A woman guest at the Alvarado
hotel at Albuquerque yesterday saved a child who had fallen into the
basin of the large fountain, from
drowning, by jumping in herself, alsilk
though she wore a handsome
gown, and rescuing the little one.
Fire at the Court House Through
the watchfulness of Janitor Benito
Alarid, what might have been a disastrous fire, was extinguished on Friday evening of last week, after a political meeting in the court room. As
Mr. Alarid was turning out the lights
and closing doors and windows, he
noticed the odor of burning rags. In
t
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that the carpet l made in Guadalupe cemetery. Under
corner were burning, takers Mulligan and Rising (have
evidently set on- fire, by matches charge of the funeral arrangements.
H. Raymond Haacke
to Return
thrown there by persons who had attended the meeting. The flames were A letter was received by a friend of
promptly extinguished and Alarid re- H. Raymond Haacke, formerly of the
mained for an hour or more so as to Santa Fe New Mexican and recently
Mr.
be certain that not a spark remained. of the El Paso Times that
Killed By
Girl
Lightning The Haacke's health has been so poor in
(iaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Huffine of El Paso that he has decided to return
Portales, while
driving from fh,er to Santa Fe to live. Mr. Haacke left
grandmother's place in the country, to ; Santa Fe for the Pass City during the
li
home, was struck by lightning (past winter. It is said he will enter
beshowed

vestigation

arid floor in one

-

The body was found

and killed.

that of the horse, the following
morning after lying in ihe mud all
side

night.
Former High Flyer in Trouble According to the Albuquerque Journal,
riamuel C. Jackson, former general
Lumber
manager of the American
Company, who had a reputation as a
higli flyer at Albuquerque, is in serious trouble at Bremen, Germany, over
the promotion of a gigantic timber
land deal.
Kiiled in a Raton
Saloon Tomo
Toinick, a miner, was shot and killed
by an unknown man in a Raton saAn accomplice held
loon on Sunday.
Tomick while the murderer shot
Tomick. The fight is said to have
been over a sweetheart of the deceased who had fallen into the hands
of white slavers.
Just Look at This, can you beat
it anywhere, eight big pictures at the
Elks tonight as follows: "Hide and
Seek," "On the Etheopion Frontier,"
'Detective Dreams." "A Fish Story,"
"Daily Life of a French Sailor," "A
Southern Romance," "I have Won a
All
Pig," and "Curious Mr. Curio."
to
finish.
start
from
big laughs
Three Deaths at Albuquerque David, the eight months old son of David
on
W. Skinner, died at Albuquerque
Miss
Ethel
aged
Jamison,
Saturday.
29 years, died at St. Joseph's SaniManuel Alatarium at Albuquerque.
rid, aged 74 years, died at Valencia,
His
a village south of Albuquerque.
wife and five children survive him.
Miss M2ttie Montoya is Dead Miss
Mattie Montoya, aged 17, died of heart
failure yesterday at her home on San
Francisco street. Miss Montoya was
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Anasta-eiMontoya, and was educated in the
Catholic parochial school here. Her
father was formerly a guard at the
o

territorial penitentiary. The funeral
will take place tomorrow forenoon.
Automobile Parade There was an
automobile parade today shortly after
noon when D. D. Farrell of El Paso
piloted a Cartercar followed by four
others of the same make from the
Santa Fe depot up to the plaza where
a picture was taken. The cars formed
a veritable "red streak" on the landscape and many people turned out to
see them.
Joseph Bello Dead Joseph Bello,
the four month old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Bello, 306 Agua Fria
road, died of stomach trouble yesterday morning. The funeral will take
afterplace at 2 o'clock tomorrow
noon from the Church of Our Lady
of Guadalupe.
Interment will be
in
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was the exhibition slow, but spectac
ular stunts were few and far between
Just a steady grind between the twe
teams, both fighting all the time foi
a lead.
Until the sixth inning neither side
scored. Albuquerque
started things
in motion then when Donovan singled
and pilfered second. Weeks hit tc
Montoya, who fumbled it, resulted Id
Donvon scoring.
Las Vegas came back strong in the
sixth and caused a tripple of excitea law office here.
ment when Brown singled and took
Feast of Assumption Today the second when De Blassi
juggled a high
Catholic church throughout the world
fly, finally dropping it. Ortega then
celebrated the Feast of the Assump- hit to
Hidalgo in left. Pete was slow
tion of the Blessed Virgin into heaven
the flaw, missed it, and
in
fielding
and the day is one of obligation, that
a wild throw in the directhen
made
is, Catholics must attend mass as on tion
where he attempted to
of
third,
The feast was celebrated
Sundays.
who
had started for third
Brown
peg
here with the usual impressive ceremonies at tlhe Cathedral and at the in an effort to beat the throw in, supChurch of Our Lady of Guadalupe. A posing that Hidalgo would accept the
WThen
Pete threw wild,
high mass was celebrated at 9:30 at chance.
not slow down at third and
did
Brown
the Cathedral. The Very Rev. Antonio Fourchegu, vicar general of the slid in home by a safe margin. This
archdiocese, was celebrant, the Rev. was the only run made by the visitors
Joseph Pugens, deacon and the Rev. during the game, although several
Carlos Bobst,
His Grace, jtimes they got men on Tiases with
the Archbishop, attended the mass good chances to score.
The last inning proved the undoing
and gave his blessing at its conclusion. Benediction of the Blessed Sa- for the Meadow City aggregation. Doncrament followed the mass. The ovan got a pass from Harmon and
church choir., with Miss Mary Sena Kunz sacrified him to second. Weeks
and Miss Lulu Knight as soloists, fur- sent Donovan to third on a hit. With
nished the music.
Weeks on first and Donovan on third
Need of a Road Map Autoists are Harmon lost control of a speedy one,,.
complaining that there is no road map Donovan scoring on the wild pitch.
to show them the "curves" of the This broke up the game, making it
roads in this vicinity and it is sug- 2 to 1 in favor of the locals.
gested that some one arouse interest
in having one made.
Mamie will be at the carnival every
Morgue on a Vacation The post-offic- e night.
morgue, which has held so
many interesting communications addressed and half addressed, is on a TIME TABLE ALL
vacation and has seen no activity for
LOCAL TRIANS
several days.
Splendid Results of Dry Farming
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to conAttorney A. B. Renehan is today ex- nect with No. 10 from the south and
hibiting in the show windows of west, also No. 3 from the east, reZook'.s Pharmacy, on the Plaza, monm.
ster cobs of corn that were picked turning arrive at Santa4 Fe 12:10 p.'conto
m.
Fe
Santa
Leave
at
p.
from a stand of corn on his ranch
west-bounalso takes
twelve miles south of town and on nect with No. 1
d
2
No.
passfor
which a good crop of corn and beans passengers
was raised this year without irriga- ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
tion. There are some plants, from arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
which two pounds of beans were gath- l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conered.
nect
with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounThe
Assessment
Chaves
County
Returnassessment of Chaves county for 1910 and Nos. 4 and 8 east-bounis $4,553,400, a gain of $S5,000 over ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 d. m.
east-boun-

last year.

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

carnival starts tomorrow
located corner Grant and Palace
Grand

Train leaves for the north at

Train arrives from the north at 3:35
p. m.

GRAYS WIN OVER
LAS VEGAS AT ALBUQUERQUE.
(Continued

from Page one.)

one hour and ten minutes being consumed for the nine rounds. The game
was well attended, but enthusiasm
did not develop to any great extent
among the fans, because of the absence of brilliant plays. At no stage

New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 7:30
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 8

Com-yan- y
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BEGIN
TOMORROW

SUMMER
SALE

We have a good many things here that have not been
sold in the ordinary course of business; nothing the matter
with them; they're just as good as those we have sold
through the entire season. The only trouble with them
is that they have not been sold. We bought them to sell

At the end of every season we clean up
our stock. Goods are never carried over
in this store. We would rather give you
the benefit of the price now than to sell
you this season's goods next year. It
means a sacrifice of some profit to us,
but we are willing to allow you something on the price a good generous
slice of it-- to pay for doing the carrying

and we aregoingtodoit. They're all things that you want

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
If you haven't known Hart Schaffner

Marx clothes from
experience; you can get a line on something extra good. It is
worth your while to know them and it will not cost you much
If you know what Hart Schaffner & Marx name in clothes
mains you do not mad to be told what this sale represents.

over.

THIS SALE WILL LAST
ONE WEEK ONLY.

$32.50
$35.00
$25.00
$22.50

Suits now $22.50
"
"
$25.00
"
"
$20.00

"

"

$17.50

a. m.
p. m.

New Mexica.. Printing
has on hand a large supply ot
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants: good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
The

WE WILL

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

10:15

a. m.

&

This Store is the Home
of HART SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES.

